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Abstract
A centralized scheduler can become a bottleneck for placing the tasks of a manytask application on heterogeneous cloud resources. Previously, it was demonstrated that a
decentralized vector scheduling approach based on performance measurements can be used
successfully for this task placement scenario. In this dissertation, we extend this approach
to task placement based on latency measurements. Each node collects performance metrics
from its neighbors on an overlay graph, measures the communication latency, and then
makes local decisions on where to move tasks. We present a decentralized and a centralized
algorithm for configuring the overlay graph based on latency measurements and extend the
vector scheduling approach to take latency into consideration. Our experiments in CloudLab,
both in a simulated environment and in realistic conditions, demonstrate that this approach
results in better performance and resource utilization than without latency information.

x

Chapter 1. Introduction
Computational needs for compute power and resources are increasing with the growth
and improvement in numerous scientific fields, such as quantum chemistry, genomics, phylogenetics, astrophysics, geophysics, computational neuroscience, and bioinformatics. It has
become vital for researchers to learn to efficiently utilize the available resources as well as
harness the combined resources of a distributed collection of machines. Historically, computational supercomputer grids and large-scale desktop-based master-worker grids were the
two significant, yet drastically different approaches for this purpose. In the last decade,
cloud computing, as a commercial alternative, has been taking over so researchers could rent
their computational needs from a service provider instead of having to deal with the hassle
and expense of purchasing and maintaining their own supercomputer. When using virtual
resources, cloud computing is especially inexpensive.
However, because of virtualization the cloud behaves like a heterogeneous cluster
with variations in the compute performance of nodes and in the latency and throughput of
network connections. This is no problem for applications with coarse-grain parallelism, such
as applications based on MapReduce [8] or graph-parallel algorithms [29]. Cloud computing
so far has not performed adequately with high-performance computing applications that rely
on fine-grained parallelism or frequent communications between nodes, such as the NAS MPI
benchmarks, atmospheric monitoring programs [29] or large dense matrix multiplications.
For grids and supercomputers, one proven way of effectively using the resources is by
employing a many-task computing approach [20], which involves breaking the applications
into sets of smaller tasks and scheduling these tasks by matching the performance characteristics of nodes with the performance demands of the tasks. As an example, a quantum
chemistry tensor contraction equation computation was structured as a task graph with
dependencies by Rajbhandari et al. [21]. They successfully scaled the computation to over
250,000 cores while scheduling tasks dynamically on groups of processors and balancing the
load through work stealing.
Running high-performance computing or many-task applications in the cloud requires
identifying the performance characteristics of cloud nodes, recognizing the network connections between them, and mapping computational tasks onto subsets of nodes with appropriate performance characteristics. For large systems or for tasks involving fine-grained parallelism, it can become prohibitively expensive for a centralized task scheduler to maintain
all the information because of the heterogeneity resulting from virtualization. To solve this
problem, IBM’s Air Traffic Control (ATC) algorithm [2] was proposed to arrange the cloud
nodes in groups, and let each group’s leader (air traffic controller) direct the computational
tasks (aircraft) from the central job queue to the destination worker nodes where they are
then executed. This approach distributed the workload of the worker nodes of maintaining
performance information to some extent but failed to prevent the central job queue from
becoming a potential bottleneck. Another reason that supports deploying a decentralized
scheduling algorithm is that the air traffic controller (group leader) may not have enough
information about the computational requirements and the communication patterns of the
individual tasks. A fully decentralized approach called the Organic Grid [5, 6], in which
nodes take the performance information of their neighbors into account and forward tasks
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through an overlay network to their neighbors, has been shown to reduce communication
bottlenecks [17]. However, the desktop grid-based design assumes more heterogeneity than
in the cloud and an unreliable communication network. As a consequence, the algorithms
become unnecessarily complex for the cloud and result in too much overhead.
Peterson et al. proposed a lightweight decentralized vector scheduling algorithm for
the cloud [19, 18]. In this approach, the tasks determine where to migrate depending on the
performance information that the nodes periodically advertise through an overlay network.
The tasks then move to neighbor nodes through the edges of this overlay network in a similar manner as in the Organic Grid. This lightweight, fully decentralized approach has the
advantage over centralized or partially centralized approaches, such as the ATC algorithm,
that it can use information about the computational requirements and communication patterns between nodes that might be unavailable to a centralized scheduler or system-based
scheduler. The performance information of nodes is represented as a vector-based model
by plotting the nodes in an n-dimensional space for n performance characteristics. The
scheduler uses a vector that indicates the desired direction in which the work should flow.
By computing the dot products of the direction vector with the vectors representing the
neighbors, a node decides to which neighbor it should send additional tasks. As this model
allows the consideration of different measurements as attributes of the vector, the decision
to choose an appropriate node to migrate work to can be based on a variety of information,
such as node performance, queue length, network latency, etc. The main idea of this vectorbased model is to find an optimal vector that minimizes the time for computing jobs in a
decentralized network of nodes.
Research questions: We aim to improve the overall performance of many-task computing and analyze the criteria that cause performance degradation. The main advantages of
Peterson’s vector-based scheduling are that it does not have the communication bottleneck
of a centralized scheduler as in the Air Traffic Controller (ATC) batch queue, nor does it
have the high overhead caused by the complex algorithms in the Organic Grid. Moreover,
vector-based scheduling is comparatively more lightweight than the Air Traffic Control and
the Organic Grid because very little decision-making work happens on each node. However,
the experiments Peterson conducted are very simplistic and did not consider any variations
in communication latency among the nodes. Needless to say, latency is a very crucial factor
for running applications in the cloud. In our work, we choose to extend Peterson’s vectorbased scheduling because of its superiority over the other existing scheduling algorithms and
improve this work by addressing its problems to eventually run the many-task computing
application efficiently in the cloud with full resource utilization.
The following research questions are formulated to guide our research:
• What is the role of communication latency between nodes in compute performance?
• What is the impact of the initial network? Does a randomly generated graph give
the best result? Can we generate a better initial graph based on latency for better
task allocation to improve the computation?
• Can we add the support of latency information in task scheduling to further optimize
the computation?
2

• How do the latency-based initial network and task scheduling perform with tasks of
variable sizes?
• How do the latency-based initial network and task scheduling perform in a realistic
environment?
We focus on addressing these questions in our dissertation.
Outline and contributions: A possible solution for successfully running high-performance or many-task computing applications in the cloud while solving our research questions
is to measure latency between each pair of nodes that we hire from the cloud platform. To
simulate a realistic condition, we can introduce variable amounts of additional artificial
delays in the connecting links. Then we can design an overlay network using latency and
test its performance in different environments with variability in nodes performance, latency,
throughput, and task sizes. Once we have a working network and scheduling strategy, we
can test their performance in the real world. We describe further below:
• Peterson used the Erdös-Rényi algorithm with 20% connectivity to produce a randomly generated graph of worker nodes. In the overlay graph, the nodes begin the
experiment with randomly selected neighbors and randomly selected nodes as the
source of work. The problem with this is the root or the source of work cannot be
switched out, so remains to be a relatively slow-performing node with high-performing
neighbors. We have attempted to construct a better initial overlay network that is
based on communication latency between the nodes instead of starting with a randomly generated graph. We perform a wide range of experiments to measure compute performance, observe changes, work to improve, and eventually present the best
performing graph construction. We propose two graph construction algorithms: a
decentralized one that is constructed from the view of worker nodes and a centralized
one created by the experiment controller.
• We also present a new three-dimensional task scheduling strategy by adding support
of communication information along with the nodes’ queue lengths and performance.
A latency-based task scheduling strategy facilitates the task movement to comparatively communicationally closer nodes throughout the experiment so that work can
propagate competitively with the computation time. We demonstrate that our proposed graph construction algorithm and the extended scheduling algorithm optimize
the cost of the computation.
• Peterson’s proof-of-concept experiments were conducted in multiple cores of only two
physical machines from the CloudLab Clemson cluster using simulated performance
variation of nodes. Those two physical machines are very likely situated close to
one another. Also, the allotted physical machines from Cloudlab are not shared,
unlike virtual machines. So, they do not compete for network bandwidth with other
users. Since Peterson et al. did not consider communication latency measurements
from worker nodes to their neighbors, we cannot speculate about the communication
3

distance between the worker nodes. These conditions cannot tell us how realistic
the communication latency was. In Cloudlab, if the physical machine is ordered it
is solely allocated to the user. However, virtual machines must compete for memory and communication bandwidth with other users of the host physical machine or
the other virtual machines in the same physical machine. However, this is a very
quick way of creating an experimental environment with latency and performance
variability. Running applications with virtual machines in the cloud by deploying an
individual worker node from a separate virtual machine can give us an idea about
how the computation performance will be in the real world. We performed our experiments initially in a simulated environment with artificial communication delays and
performance variations in worker nodes, and then in real-life conditions with virtual
machines.
• The existing program uses tasks of equal sizes. However, in the real world, we cannot
expect to find jobs or tasks of equal sizes or types. For the realistic implementation
of the work, it requires testing the program with various sizes and types of tasks. We
implement the work with different sizes of tasks.
A wider range of experiments with a wider range of machine architectures is performed to
demonstrate that using communication latency information between the worker nodes can
benefit the overall computation and result in better resource utilization than without using
latency.
This dissertation is organized as follows. We review the literature and discuss related
prior work in detail in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we present the implementation strategy
and the process of creating a simulated environment with artificial delays on communication
links. We also propose a latency-based decentralized initial graph construction strategy and
show experimental results in a simulated environment. Then, in Chapter 4, we propose a
latency-based centralized initial graph construction method, a new three dimensional vector
task scheduling strategy by adding support of latency along with the nodes’ queue lengths
and performance, and present experimental results in the simulated environment with and
without performance variation in nodes. Chapter 5 presents a generalized version of the
proposed centralized graph construction, discusses methods to create variations in task sizes
and present experimental results in realistic conditions with virtual machines. Finally, we
conclude the dissertation and discuss directions for future work in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2. Related Work
The focus of our research is to schedule many-task computing applications to run
efficiently in the cloud. We will attempt to design the initial network and task scheduling
algorithms to schedule many-task problems on cloud hardware in a variety of conditions.
We will test what approaches may be leveraged to improve the overall performance as well
as ensure good resource utilization. Our work is an extension of Peterson’s [19] work where
he proposed vector-based decentralized scheduling for many-task computing applications in
the hybrid cloud. In this chapter, we will briefly discuss the background literature related to
applications of high performance computing and many-task computing in the cloud. We will
then review a few well-known scheduling algorithms for performing computing applications
in cloud and explore the vector scheduling strategies in depth that our research is based on.
2.1. Literature review
Assuming that sufficiently detailed and up-to-date knowledge of the systems state
is available to a meta-scheduler, algorithms to determine an optimal computation schedule
have been the focus of the research regarding traditional grid scheduling [1, 10, 23]. This
work has resulted in a very efficient utilization of resources. However, variations in resource
availability, potentially unreliable networks as well as being prohibitively expensive due to
maintaining a global view of the system have made the work too hard to be scalable for a
large number of machines. Founded on the variants of master/worker model, a few largescale desktop-grid systems [4, 7, 13, 15] were also introduced. These research commercially
has proved their technical maturity, for instance, SETI@home has scaled the work to over
5 million nodes. However, the performance of the master, especially for data-intensive
applications, has limited the obtainable computing power. Large-scale desktop grids are
designed for independent task applications with relatively long-running individual tasks due
to the network unreliability.
MapReduce [8] and graph-parallel algorithms [29] have proved the successful application of cloud computing since they do not require frequent communication between cloud
nodes. However, fine-grained parallelism based applications such as the NAS MPI benchmarks or atmospheric monitoring programs have shown unsatisfactory performance [9, 26] as
a result of the unpredictable performance and unfavorable communication latency of cloud
nodes. Another concern is, renting dedicated clusters from cloud providers is significantly
expensive as compared to renting virtual machines (VMs). Moreover, with virtualization,
the user will have no knowledge about the physical position of the pair of virtual machines.
Resource management strategies for data centers has been surveyed by Tso et al. [24],
whereas Luo et al. [14] and Gutierrez-Estevez and Luo [11] have proposed fine-grained
centralized resource scheduler taking application needs into consideration. Peterson et
al. [19, 18] have used existing VMs, measured their performance and let the application
decide which tasks to run on which nodes. However, their work does not say much about
centralized scheduler’s fine-granularity over the bottlenecks. On the other hand, Mohammadzadeh et al. [16] recently proposed a centralized scheduling algorithm of a many-task
application in the cloud. Their work is a hybridization of the Antlion Optimization (ALO)
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algorithm with the Grasshopper Optimization Algorithm 92 (GOA) where they used multiobjectively to solve the scheduling problems to minimize the makespan, cost of performing
tasks, energy consumption, and increase throughput.
There is also research on scheduling many-task applications for supercomputers. For
example, Wu [28] implemented several scalable and distributed applications based on HPX,
an exemplar asynchronous many-task (AMT) runtime system. Wei [27] optimized the performance of a highly scalable scientific application using HPX, and addressed its performance
bottlenecks on supercomputers. He used DCA++ (Dynamical Cluster Approximation) as a
research vehicle for studying the performance bottlenecks in parallel and concurrent applications. Shirzad [22] developed an analytical model of the execution time of an application
with balanced parallel for-loops in terms of number of cores, and grain size. However, supercomputers are more predictable and all these approaches use centralized scheduling. We
will be looking at decentralized scheduling in this research. Maybe for future work it might
be worth looking at these approaches to see which ideas might carry over to the cloud or
could be used with decentralized scheduling.
2.2. Decentralized scheduling algorithms
2.2.1. Organic Grid
The Organic Grid [5, 6] was built as a prototype of a decentralized desktop grid
system in which Java mobile agents are utilized to wrap and transport tasks to the nodes
on which they are executed. The initial network depicted as in Figure 2.1, where nodes are
connected with a set of neighbor nodes.
An application, split into a collection of tasks, can be added to any node in the
network. This node and the neighbor nodes connected to it complete the work. Any node
that does not have any job to do, steals work from neighboring nodes that have overflowing
work. If an application is too large to be completed by a single agent, the agent may clone
itself and move the clone to any location requesting work. The clone agents complete the
portion of the application tasks they receive and report the results back to the original
work source. The cloning process may be repeated if the work is still too large to be
completed by that single clone. This process creates an overlay network, forming a tree
where applications add up to the network through the root and the tasks spread through
the network of nodes defining the network with the connection between clone agents. When
completing individual tasks, each parent node measures the time taken by the child nodes
and uses the information to identify the high performing nodes. These high performing child
nodes become the candidates to be promoted to the parent’s parent, moving them up the
overlay network and closer to the root of the tree, as seen in Figure 2.2. This process takes
the high performing nodes closer to the root node and makes them the immediate choice for
the root to move the work to. One drawback of this process is, it could result in too many
high performing nodes communicating directly to the root. To avoid this, the number of
possible direct children for any node is limited and this limit may be altered per-application
basis. Overlapping communication and computation are allowed by using an algorithm
similar to the TCP sliding window protocol when tasks are moved to the child node. The
implementation of this approach has demonstrated the performance improvement in two
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Figure 2.1. Organic Grid initial network.
applications: the BLAST sequence alignment application [5] and a Cannon-style distributed
matrix multiplication [6].
2.2.2. Air Traffic Controller (ATC)
An intelligently self-organizing network is described in IBM’s Air Traffic Controller
patent [2]. The algorithm is organized initially with groups of computational nodes with a
leader node for each group that serves as the air traffic controller. The leaders choose the best
tasks for their groups by querying a central job queue and communicating with other leaders.
These groups can be resized according to the tasks they need to perform by requesting more
work from the other leaders or, by spawning a smaller group. The organization of an ATC
network is shown in Figure 2.3, where each leader is controlling a subset of worker nodes.
Two jobs are currently in the queue, the smaller Job 1, and the larger Job 2.
Figure 2.4 displays how the network changes as the jobs are distributed: a smaller
network, A′ , will be split off from group leader A so that A can size itself appropriately
for the smaller Job 1. Group leader B will merge with group C to create a larger group
to tackle the larger Job 2. Notice that the new merged or split groups maintain the intraleader relationships that existed before the changes so that the graph of group leaders cannot
become disconnected. Additionally, a new relationship between the split groups led by A
and A′ is created. If in the future, group A′ is needed to grow to take on a larger job, it will
attempt first to re-merge with A′ before querying other nearby leaders, as it is assumed that
the physical organization of the system is reflected by the initial group layout of the network.
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Figure 2.2. Organic Grid after network restructuring.

Figure 2.3. Air Traffic Controller initial network.
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Arranging groups in a manner that reflects hardware organization will result in groups of
jobs being assigned to groups of nodes with superior interoperability. The resizing capability
of the groups benefits the speed of the computation, however, it creates high communication
burden both on the single job queue as well as the leader nodes which organize workers.

Figure 2.4. Air Traffic Controller after work distribution.

2.2.3. Vector-based scheduling
Working in a cloud environment does not allow some specific conveniences that are
allowed in the Organic Grid or in the ATC environment. Although Organic Grid helps move
work to high performing nodes more quickly, it builds an overlay network around a single
work source in the center. In a large scale cloud system, a single source for work can not
always be expected. Therefore, in a later work, Peterson et al. has focused on taking the idea
of measuring performance and using the information to drive scheduling. Their simulation
results show that the overlay network that has been built is destroyed and recreated around
the new insertion point. This happens because, in the original Organic Grid, the agents
that reorganize the network are associated with the individual jobs, the knowledge gained
in the previous session is lost and unavailable to the next job to use. In Organic Grid, Java
mobile agents themselves measure the performance of the child nodes without any support
from the underlying agent platform. However, in the cloud, the performance information is
lost as soon as the application terminates. To mitigate this problem, they have proposed
that the performance should be measured by the nodes independently of any tasks and the
information should be provided to the application through an API. Peterson et al. have also
simulated ATC. Their result shows that this mid-level centralization based implementation
can improve performance by allowing the benefit of full utilization. In a centralized approach,
the controller has knowledge about the number of workers it has and how to pull a job in a
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way that will most completely utilize the nodes; whereas a fully decentralized solution will
not exactly know how in every step of scheduling it should make a job that is ideal in size.
However, this benefit does not excuse ATC from the communication burden placed on the
controller nodes, demonstrated by the simulation.
Peterson et al. proposed vector-based scheduling which is fully decentralized and
light-weight, that is, it does not have the potential communication bottlenecks of a centralized scheduler or the ATC nodes, nor it has the high overhead of the Organic Grid. As the
initial experimental network, they have used a graph of worker nodes that was generated
randomly. The nodes performance and the status are advertised periodically by each node
on the graph to help facilitate making decisions for work migration in the network. Peterson et al. used queue length and the performance of the previous task as the information
to advertise in the nodes. When a set of jobs exist at a node, the node takes a view on
the network and decides whether to leave jobs to be completed locally or move them to
the adjacent nodes in the graph. There are other measurements that are important to be
taken care of as the experiment takes place. These include measuring the usefulness of the
data gathered, for example, if the performance measurement is going to correlate to actually
completing jobs more quickly, or which of the available NAS benchmarks has been used in
the prior work to test the effectiveness of the cloud computing platforms [9].
Vector-based Scheduling, proposed by Peterson et al., is an approach to best define
the direction in which work should flow in a network of nodes. Theoretically, nodes are
placed in an n-dimensional space based on n measurable attributes and a vector in that
space defines where the work should flow. They chose two particular attributes about each
node at a given time for their experiment: current workload, given by task queue length,
and performance on a given benchmark. These attributes define the position of the nodes
in the space. Then these positions are compared to an ideal vector to determine which
one of the positions best fits the direction of that ideal vector. This is done using the dot
product operation between the ideal vector and the position vector of each node. Weighted
job distribution created by the collection of dot product values of a group of nodes is then
implemented to distribute the jobs from any individual node to any set of neighbor nodes. To
view this, let us consider a vector-based scheduling situation between four nodes: A, B, C, D
where node A enters the redistribution cycle and nodes B, C, and D are the neighbor nodes
of A. For attributes, node performance and queue length are taken. As shown in Table 2.1
(left part), A has information about itself and it’s neighbor nodes. By the table, A has the
highest workload, that is, the largest number of jobs in the queue and it takes 0.8 seconds
to complete a benchmark run. The highest performing node in this scenario is B and C is
the node that has fewest jobs in the queue.
Now, a good scheduling strategy is to move work to the idle most node provided that
the cost of movement does not exceed the computation cost. It is also beneficial to move jobs
to the high performing nodes. How to trade this off considering both the measurements is
where the benefits of vector-based scheduling lie. To distinguish between comparatively good
characteristics and to evenly load the nodes, the attribute measurements are standardized,
acknowledging that this standardizing might lead to a disadvantage of magnification to the
small differences in the performance. Since this example occurs for one scheduling choice
at a point in time, the set {7, 1, 0, 1} is first transformed into the range [-1,1]. If at a later
time, there is a need to make another scheduling decision, that will be done by transforming
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Table 2.1. Node information in two-dimensional vector-based scheduling.
Node
A
B
C
D

Measured
Queue Length Benchmark(sec)
7
0.8
1
01
0
0.2
1
0.6

Normalized
Queue Length Benchmark(sec)
1
1
-0.71
-1
-1
-0.71
-0.71
0.43

the existing data at that point independently from this decision. The right two columns of
Table 2.1 depicts the normalized data of this example.
The memory requirements of a job define the communication cost of job movements
from a location to another, which is also an important factor to determine where the job
should migrate. Another factor while working in a decentralized network environment of
independent decisions, that needs to be taken care of is the danger of thrashing. The
thrashing problem is a situation where jobs are repeatedly shifted around between the same
set of nodes. Peterson et al. [19] has adopted two policies to mitigate this problem. First,
they fixed a minimum queue length for jobs below which a node will not attempt to move
jobs. Second, to provide a stasis vector as an experimental parameter to offset the metrics
of the work source node to make it a more likely candidate for work distribution. This
stasis vector should not be large enough to override a significant difference in measured
node quality, but should be large enough to keep insignificant changes in measured node
quality from prompting wasteful scheduling. However, complete elimination of the thrashing
problem might result in a counterproductive situation.
2.3. Previous experimental results
Setup: Experimenting in the cloud requires cloud resources to be as automatically responsive and transparent as possible. It also requires that scaling, appropriate resource utilization and ideal levels of parallelism to at least be approximately automatically solvable. For
performing experiments in the cloud, Peterson et al. have developed a cloud management
system using CloudLab. Most of their experiments concern how they can schedule work
on a heterogeneous decentralized network and what measurements and approaches produce
measurably useful results to be compatible with the actual hardware available in their labs
or CloudLab. They have characterized a set of interconnected computing resources as a connected graph and used Erdös-Rényi algorithm for graph generation that determines what
characteristics the graph should possess. A probability that any two nodes in the graph of
computing platforms are connected is defined and different graphs are generated for different
experiments. Any generated graph is examined to ensure that it is connected by joining low
ranked vertices of the portions that are disconnected.
For performing the experiment, machines are allocated first and then the Docker
containers are started on each of the machines. Among these containers, one functions work
as the controller and the rests act as experimental nodes. The controller is started first and
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provided with information that defines the experiment. The information include the number
of participating nodes, experiment duration, and configuration information to provide to the
experimental nodes. The controller then builds the graph that defines the node-neighbor
relationship, contains the vector to use in driving vector-based scheduling and starts listening
to the other nodes. When the nodes start up, the controller’s location is provided to them
so that they can contact the controller to start the experiment. As soon as a sufficient
number of nodes contact the controller, the controller provides configuration information,
for instance, a set of starting jobs and execution start time to each of the nodes. At the
starting time, the nodes begin simultaneously processing work and communicating to other
nodes. Nodes log the work they start and complete, time information and the information
that is communicated through. This information includes nodes’ benchmark results, current
work queue as well as information about jobs that move from one node to the other. Nodes
are terminated after the experimental time elapses and the logs that form a basis of the
experimental data are collected.
To create a more realistic cloud system resource limitation in the first proof of concept tests, benchmark results were used to schedule the independent jobs. This allows nodes
to independently measure their performances and report the information to their neighbors.
Additionally, to ensure variant performance characteristics of the nodes, different nodes are
provided with a different number of CPUs. However, a sub-optimal usage of those limited
resources adds to a negative outcome over several processes that share both the same CPU
and same poor strategy. Nodes thus are allocated to ensure consistent measuring and grouping in a way that those listening on specific ports have specific performance characteristics.
Table 2.2 gives hardware information about the tests. As in the measurement in this test,
per task, a node takes 25 runs on average ranging from 25s for a faster node to over 100s for
the slowest node. The standard deviation for faster nodes is small whereas for the slowest
node it can increase to 30s of standard deviation.
Table 2.2. CloudLab Clemson hardware information for experiments with random initial
network.
Name
c8220
c6320

CPU
2x Intel E5-2660 v2 10 core processor
2x Intel E5-2583 v2 14 core processors

RAM
256GB
256GB

Initial cloud vector scheduling results: Considering an application that is designed to
fully utilize the available computing resources for the majority of the total execution time
to be completed by multiple nodes, there is essentially three phases of a scheduling problem
according to the first experiment. Phase One occurs when the work is distributed from an
extreme concentration at a single entry point evenly throughout the network. Phase Two
is the time when every computational node is busy with work. Phase Three occurs when
there is not enough work to keep all the nodes busy and not all of them are free. For the
tests, a job is divided into 400 tasks to be gradually completed by a set of decentralized
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computing resources. Figure 2.5 clearly depicts all three phases where each line in the
graph represents a single scheduling strategy, each of which was run through at least 20
experimental runs, allowing to create a 95% confidence interval indicated by a cone around
the line representing the average value. The red scheduling approach is superior as with
overall lower completion time, but of red, blue, and green none clearly diverge until after
75% or 300 tasks are completed. The first and third phase take a small portion of time as
indicated by the curves at the beginning and end of each strategy. Originally poor results in
phase One was alleviated by increasing the frequency of the rescheduling actions, which also
allowed work to spread through the network and reach a saturation point in phase Two more
quickly. Phase Three proved to be more difficult to optimize and this is where the location at
which the advantage of vector-based strategies becomes clearer. Except for some extremely
sub-optimal method that does not strongly weigh node queue lengths (as indicated by the
black line in Figure 2.5), most vector-based approaches are indistinguishable in performance
in phase One and Two.

Figure 2.5. Initial vector scheduling comparison that shows three scheduling phases.
The benchmark that is used in the experiments is a subset of NAS benchmarks the
Workstation class, whose usefulness is also tested. Initially showing as a promising route as
seen in Figure 2.6, the benchmark proved to be a useful metric to drive scheduling at certain
points. There is a fairly strong relationship that is seen between the benchmark value and
the actual node’s performance, producing a strong linear relationship modeled by the red
line. The P value for this model is particularly low, considering the number of samples used
to generate this plot. However, in some later tests conducted on a larger number of more
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diverse hardware, it has been shown that a node’s average benchmark is much less associated
to node’s average performance, depicted in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.6. Correlation between the initial average benchmark and average job performance
in initial tests results.

Optimization: At this stage, Peterson et al. have examined the use of flow vector and
statis vector to weigh the value of the metrics, that is, benchmark and node queue length
across multiple test cases on a larger platform involving more diverse hardware and performance characteristics. The flow vector reflects the characteristics of an ideal destination
node which is used to compare with all the available nodes to determine the number of jobs
they should be allocated. The statis vector is meant to guard the unnecessary job movement
and convince the scheduler to concentrate on the jobs they already have. The statis vector,
however, did not prove itself to be beneficiary by the experiment.
Peterson attempted different strategies to optimize each of the three phases from the
initial experiments. For example, to speed up the distribution of work in the first phase, a
node is allowed to exhaust its queue to request additional rescheduling tasks from its neighbors. The risk of thrashing when the network run low on work in this stage is avoided by
allowing a node to make one such request within a limited time frame of 10 seconds, and
by prohibiting any work request after a certain point of time in the experiment. To improve
the overall performance, sharing resources in the low-cost cloud systems is avoided by only
allowing rapid rescheduling operations in response to new work introduced to the system.
In the final phase, flow vector -based scheduling comes as most beneficial where flow vector
of (-1.0,-0.3) which prefers shorter queue is changed to a vector of (-0.7,-0.5) that puts more
emphasis on performance. This is to move work to higher performing nodes right before
14

Figure 2.7. Average benchmark vs. average job performance for performance and queue test
from later tests results.

Figure 2.8. Job completion time comparison between balanced queue and performance-based
scheduling (blue) and queue-based scheduling (red).
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some of the nodes become idle so that last few straggling jobs are moved to nodes that will
complete the work faster. The methodology by comparing with a method using (-1.0,0)
as the flow vector as seen in Figure 2.8, demonstrates that the performance metric in the
initial vector makes little difference until the network is no longer saturated with work. In
the queue length only set up, the existing jobs in the low performing nodes push back the
completion time of the entire system, as illustrated in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10. The initial
data supported the benchmark to be a reasonable predictor of node’s job completion speed
(Figure 2.6) and with more data, a weaker relationship between the average benchmark
and average job performance has been revealed (Figure 2.7). Regardless of these two facts,
experimental results have proved the most recent benchmark to be useful as driving scheduling decisions, as seen in Figure 2.8. While it’s taken into consideration that performance
degradation of the nodes is most likely caused by the other usage of the node’s hardware,
an overall suggestion made from these experiments is, the most recently taken benchmark
most accurately measures node’s expected performance at that time. Again as a result of
both the deficiencies in benchmark selection and the result that performance measurement is
only useful near the end of the work scheduling, a simpler and obvious methodology can be
implemented for problems with consistent and predictable task sizes. Given that more than
half of the work is completed before implementing performance-based scheduling, instead of
using the benchmark, available partial historical data is utilized when some work has been
completed to drive performance-based scheduling.

Figure 2.9. Performance and queue-based scheduling for nodes in a single experiment.
Peterson measured performance of worker nodes and used the information to drive
scheduling. His vector-based model for task scheduling was successful in avoiding communi16

Figure 2.10. Queue-based scheduling for individual nodes in a single experiment.
cation bottlenecks of the centralized scheduler as well as high overheads of the desktop grid
system. However, in his experiments, there was no communication involved other than task
shipments. There was no data shipment and no consideration of latency. His purpose was to
show that the concept of vector scheduling works, and for that he wanted to have computational environment that is predictable so that he can have good statistics. He assumed good
communication between the nodes in the network and simply used a randomly generated
algorithm as the initial network. Our purpose is to show that this whole application in
cloud is running in a more realistic environment i.e. in a real cloud infrastructure. In real
cloud, there will be varying amounts of communication overhead. If we run an application
in the cloud, it’s very hard to predict what performance we will be getting or where the
machines are physically located at. So, we will simulate communication latency to make
it predictable. We will create the initial network using communication information instead
of using a random graph, and will use latency to schedule task throughout the experiment.
Our focus is to reduce idle time of nodes between task executions to eventually optimize the
overall computation. We will first test in the simulated environment and later in realistic
environment using virtual machines. We will also test first with equal task sizes and later
with variations in task sizes.
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Chapter 3. Latency-based Decentralized Initial Network
Construction and Scheduling Strategy
Our research aims to successfully and economically run high performance or manytask computing applications in the cloud and improve the overall performance. There are
several aspects in such computations that can be scrutinized and utilized well for performance
betterment. Such as, Peterson et al. [19, 18] used performance measurements of individual
nodes to develop a task scheduling algorithm to optimize overall computation. The initial
neighbor-nodes network in their work is a randomly generated graph with Erdös-Rényi algorithm. We focus on utilizing another influential aspect in this area, that is, communication
latency between the worker nodes. Peterson proposed a fully decentralized and light-weight
vector-based task scheduling method that does not have the potential communication bottlenecks of a centralized scheduler or the ATC nodes, nor does it have the high overheads
of the Organic Grid. However, their experiment results showed plenty of idle time at the
beginning of the experiment and between task executions in each node indicated by the gaps
between task bars, see Figure 2.9 in Chapter 2. These idle time is caused by the waiting time
of nodes during task shipment to other nodes, costs a lot of computation time and results
in an improper use of resources in the end. We intend to generate a better initial overlay
graph using communication information between the nodes instead of using a random initial
graph. This is to help better work allocation at the beginning of the experiment, reduce the
idle time at the beginning and between task executions in each node to eventually result in
an efficient and cost-effective overall computation. We will simulate physical distances in the
actual cloud to analyze how to optimize the decentralized scheduling approach to work in an
environment with varying latency and throughput. We will also consider adding the support
of latency measurements in the vector scheduling algorithm for efficient work distribution
among the nodes throughout the experiment, discussed in Chapter 4.
We intend to run the experiments in real-life conditions. To start with, we measured
the latency between worker nodes by calculating the roundtrip time (RTT) from each worker
node to all of its neighbors. This gave us an idea of how distant the worker nodes are
communication-wise. However, physical nodes of clusters from CloudLab such as Clemson
cluster are not significantly distant. To simulate a realistic environment, we have artificially
delayed communication between nodes, groups of nodes, and nodes in one physical machine
to nodes in another. Few test experimental runs using Peterson’s random graph construction
algorithm with artificially delayed communication between worker nodes show significant
performance degradation, for example, with only 0.5 seconds of artificially created delay
between the two physical machines, the overall work completion time raised from around
350s to about 1150s. In real world, this communication distance can be much more than
0.5 seconds. For many-task computing applications to be able to run efficiently in reallife scenarios, we attempt on constructing a new non-random initial graph. To start the
experiment with a better graph, we initially thought of two possibilities.
One possibility is creating a decentralized initial graph where the experiment controller constructs a full graph or a graph with each worker node having a lot of connections
and sends the information to the worker nodes with that graph. Then the worker nodes
with the knowledge of their neighboring nodes takes the latency measurements with them.
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In this approach, we do not change the communication protocol between the worker nodes
and the experiment controller. Worker nodes can decide on their own to drop some of the
neighbors to which communication is comparatively slower than the others. Now, there are
several different strategies for what algorithm we might have for the worker nodes for dropping distant neighbors. The other approach is constructing the initial graph from a central
point i.e. the experiment controller. Here, the experiment controller creates and sends the
full graph to the worker nodes. The worker nodes then take latency measurements with
other nodes and communicate this information to the experiment controller with which the
controller constructs a new non-random graph and sends the new graph back to the worker
nodes. Again, to construct a new graph, there are several strategies that the experiment
controller can choose from. For example, the controller can cut the number of neighbors for
each worker node in half or, drop the communication links of some of the slowest worker
nodes or, keep one of the slow ones in case it gives a higher chance that the network stays
connected but drops the communication links with other slow ones or some combination of
those. Upon the construction of an overlay graph, we will then add the communication measurements to the task scheduling strategy. That is, instead of considering only neighbors’
queue lengths and performances, tasks will be scheduled utilizing all three measurements of
the worker nodes: queue length, performance, and latency. We discuss the latter approach,
that is, constructing a centralized initial graph and implementing a three-dimensional vector
scheduling strategy in Chapter 4 and focus on constructing a decentralized initial network
in this chapter.
This chapter initially discusses the overall implementation strategies of our work,
the problems, and mitigation policies. The communication behavior between worker nodes
themselves and with the controller is presented with a sequence diagram. The execution of
the general data or message transmission process is shown with code structure. Later in this
chapter, we present a decentralized initial overlay network construction algorithm based on
the communication latency between worker nodes and the experiment results.
3.1. Implementation
The cloud computing platform that was developed in our previous research by Peterson, in order to do our experiments we have extended that platform. As the computing
infrastructure, we have 1 experiment controller, 46 worker nodes, the previous experiments
for vector scheduling and 400 tasks of all same sizes where each of the tasks is a 100*100
matrix multiplication. As computing infrastructure, we have over 8000 lines of Python code
where worker nodes are communicating with each other and with the experiment controller.
Worker nodes check with their neighboring nodes what their compute performance is, what
is the queue lengths and based on that propagate tasks through the overlay graph of worker
nodes. In order for us to do our experiments, we have made corresponding changes to this
platform.
The previous work was done with Python2.7 using the Twisted library. However, it
has been quite some time that Python2 has officially reached its end of life (EOL). As a
result, although Peterson et al.’s configuration and experiment could made to work, but no
new packages could be installed with the existing framework and program. Necessarily, the
code is ported to Python3 to begin with. For data communication intensive work such as
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these experiments, it is crucial to handle the data conversion since in Python3, every string
is Unicode. This is taken care of by encoding and storing the Unicode data to bytes and then
decoded back to Unicode string again. For example, to convert a Unicode data 'something',
we used u'something'.encode('utf-8') or bytes(u'something', 'utf-8') to generate b'bytes'.
Then again before reading data we have converted byte data to Unicode string by using
b'bytes'.decode('utf-8') or str(b'', 'utf-8'). Another problem arose while porting to Python3,
that is, the Docker containers were repeatedly struggling to know what the local time is.
This problems can be very sensitive when experiments involve immense communication and
time logs and multiple work areas. This issue is dealt with rewriting the Dockerfile, installing
tzdata (for time zone) and set the time zone to according to the work area.
To understand the communication behaviour of the existing work between experiment
controller and worker nodes and also among the worker nodes themselves, we have created
a smaller version of the experiment locally. Few experiments are run in the local machine
and the output files for each node are used to construct a sequence diagram portraying the
communication behavior between the nodes. This sequence diagram shows the data transfers
between worker nodes and the experiment controller sequentially according to timestamps
in the experiment. Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2, Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 show some small
portions of the sequence diagram that was created with the results of a local experiment
with 3 worker nodes and an experiment controller where the number of tasks were 23 each
of which is a 50 dimensional matrix multiplication. For space convenience, we only show
the important messages in the diagram. The first sequence diagram, Figure 3.1, shows a
communication status when experiment controller generates the graph and worker nodes
report themselves to the controller. The message “sending to Exp” is the hello message
from worker nodes to the experiment controller and for the respond hello message, it shows
CONNECTED status. Worker nodes first send “ReceiveExpNode” to report to the controller
and in respond, the controller sends “RF: ReceiveExpNode” and the messages continues. In
the next step experiment controller sends “AddNeighbor” messages to the worker nodes.
The second sequence diagram, Figure 3.2, shows the status when experiment controller
sends experiment start time (unpause date and time) and other information to worker nodes
and worker nodes starts communicating with each other at the “unpause” date and time.
Third sequence diagram, Figure 3.3, shows a status when worker nodes are communicating
with themselves to transfer jobs, results, WORKDONE messages etc. and Figure 3.4 shows
a sequence diagram when tasks in all the worker nodes are completed, wait for files is over
and after a certain time, experiment controller sends the “terminate” messages to terminate
the experiment.
For testing purpose, we have designed smaller versions of the experiment with lower
number of worker nodes, smaller task sizes, smaller number of tasks with the same configuration and tested locally both with and without Docker machine. For implementing in
cloud, we requested a small number of physical machines from Cloudlab.us and architect
the machines such that we have multiple clusters of nodes with low communication cost
between some and high communication cost between others. To simulate a realistic picture,
we created some arbitrary delays for some of the communication links. The idea is, all the
cores on one physical processor have lower latency between themselves but communication
with remote nodes has higher latency. The latency measurements between worker nodes
were taken with socket by sending and receiving one byte from one to another. Then the
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Figure 3.1. Sequence diagram initially when experiment controller generates the graph and
worker nodes report themselves to the controller.
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Figure 3.2. Sequence diagram when experiment controller sends experiment start time and
other information to worker nodes.
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Figure 3.3. Sequence diagram when worker nodes are communicating with themselves.
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Figure 3.4. Sequence diagram showing a status towards the end of the experiment.
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roundtrip time is calculated by taking the duration of time measurements before and after
sending the byte. The code snippet below shows the socket implementation to generate
and calculate latency measurements between each pair of worker nodes. dbgprint, expprint
are custom print messages for printing in the output files corresponding to worker nodes
and experiment controller. msgmon.sendGen() is the function to send mgen information to
message generator to send to the specific IP address and port of the corresponding node.
vals[0], vals[1] are the IP address and port number of the corresponding worker node and
Exp IP, Exp Port are the IP address and port number of the experiment controller.
NodePlatformManager.py:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

try :
s = socket . socket ( socket . AF_INET , socket . SOCK_STREAM )
s . settimeout (5)
except socket . error as err :
print ( " socket creation failed with error % s " %( err ) )
start_time = time . time () * 1000
time . sleep ( sleeptime )

# seconds to milliseconds

try :
s . connect (( host , int ( port ) ) )
s . shutdown ( socket . SHUT_RD )
except socket . timeout :
pass
except OSError :
pass
# Sending and receiving bytes , calculate RTT
s . sendall ( b ’1 ’)
data = s . recv (1)
time . sleep ( sleeptime )
end_time = time . time () * 1000
# seconds to milliseconds
rtt = end_time - start_time
dbgprint ( " RTT : " + str ( rtt ) )

summ = 0.0
for i in range (3) :
LatencyList . append ( rtt )
summ = summ + rtt
31 avgLatency = summ /3
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

if vals [1] in N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t :
N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t [ vals [1]]. append ( avgLatency )
else :
N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t . update ({ vals [1]:[ avgLatency ]})
N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y L i s t . append ( avgLatency )
# Function to put an element into a dictionary to a specific position
insert = lambda _dict , obj , pos : { k : v for k , v in ( list ( _dict . items () ) \
[: pos ] + list ( obj . items () ) + list ( _dict . items () ) [ pos :]) }
N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t a l l = insert ( NeighborsLatencyDict ,{ self . Port :[0.0]} ,0)
mgen = L a t e n c y M e s s a g e G e n e r a t o r ( self , self . idval , self . IP , self . Port ,
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43
44
45
46

avgLatency )
dbgprint ( " Sending Latency info to " + str ( vals [0]) + " : " + str ( vals [1]) )

# Sending messages to worker nodes
self . msgmon . sendGen ( mgen , vals [0] , vals [1])
...
mgen = La tencyR eportN ode ( self , self . idval , self . IP , self . Port ,
id_maxlatency , max_latency , N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t a l l )
dbgprint ( " Sending Latency Report To Exp at : " + str ( self . Exp_IP ) + " : " + \
str ( self . Exp_Port ) )
53 expprint ( " Sending Latency Report To Exp at : " + str ( self . Exp_IP ) + " : " + \
54
str ( self . Exp_Port ) )
47
48
49
50
51
52

55
56
57

# Sending messages to experiment controller
self . msgmon . sendGen ( mgen , self . Exp_IP , self . Exp_Port )

Listing 3.1. Measuring latency information from each worker node to all others.
The function LatencyMessageGenerator is used to send the latency information to
other worker nodes and the function LatencyReportNode is used to send the information to
the experiment controller. Both the functions are written in the CommandMessageGenerator directory. How the communication works afterwards is explained below by representing
communication with the experiment controller. With the following program, we are sending
communication latency information, i.e., latency information dictionary, maximum latency
for each worker node to it’s neighbors, the corresponding neighbor ID, IP address and port
number to the experiment controller. The string messages are introduced in the Utilities:Const.py. The fraction of code is given below where by “Slowest”, we mean the node
with which the communication is the slowest.
Utilities/Const.py:
1
2
3
4
5

C O M M A N D _ L A T E N C Y R E P O R T N O D E = " La tencyR eportN ode "
SLOWESTNODE = " SlowestNode "
SLOWEST_ID = " Slowest_ID "
MAX_LATENCY = " Maximum Latency "
LATENCY_DICT = " Dictionary of latencies "

Listing 3.2. String messages initialization for message generator.
CommandMessageGenerator/LatencyReportGenerator.py:
1
2
3
4
5

import os
from Utilities . Const import *
from C o m m a n d M e s s a g e G e n e r a t o r s . MessageGenerator \
import S t r i n g M e s s a g e G e n e r a t o r

class Latenc yRepo rtNode ( S t r i n g M e s s a g e G e n e r a t o r ) :
def __init__ ( self , in_context , src_id , src_ip , src_port , slowest_id ,
max_latency , N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t a l l ) :
strmsg = C O M M A N D _ L A T E N C Y R E P O R T N O D E
strmsg = strmsg + COMMA
strmsg = strmsg + STR_ID
12
strmsg = strmsg + COMMA
6
7
8
9
10
11

26

29
30
31
32
33
34

strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
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S t r i n g M e s s a g e G e n e r a t o r . __init__ ( self , strmsg , in_context )

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg
strmsg

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

src_id
COMMA
STR_IP
COMMA
src_ip
COMMA
STR_PORT
COMMA
str ( src_port )
COMMA
SLOWESTNODE
COMMA
SLOWEST_ID
COMMA
str ( slowest_id )
COMMA
MAX_LATENCY
COMMA
str ( max_latency )
COMMA
LATENCY_DICT
str ( N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t a l l )

Listing 3.3. Message generation for transferring between worker nodes themselves and
between worker nodes and experiment controller.
For the experiment controller to read messages, another class LatencyReportReader
is written in CommandReader directory and the condition for the reader is introduced in
ReaderFactory.py. The messages are encoded with utf-8 from Unicode to bytes and again
decoded back with utf-8 from bytes to strings. Below is the portion of code for the message
readers:
CommandReader/ReaderFactory.py:
1

from CommandReaders . L at e n cy R e po r t Re a d er import L at e n cy R e po r t Re a d er

2
3
4
5
6
7

class ReaderFactory () :
def __init__ ( self , in_context ) :
self . context = in_context
def b u il d M es s a ge H a nd l e r ( self , name ) :
...
8
if ( name . startswith ( C O M M A N D _ L A T E N C Y R E P O R T N O D E . encode ( ’utf -8 ’) ) ) :
9
return L at e n cy R e po r t Re a d er ( self . context )

Listing 3.4. Basic factory checking what a command line starts with and building a reader
based on that.
CommandReader/LatencyReportReader.py:
1
2
3

from CommandReaders . TCPReader import TCPReader
from C o m m a n d M e s s a g e G e n e r a t o r s . MessageGenerator \
import S t r i n g M e s s a g e G e n e r a t o r
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

from Utilities . Const import *
class L a te n c y Re p o rt R e ad e r ( TCPReader ) :
def HandleLine ( self , line ) :
valsplitlist = line . split ( LATENCY_DICT . encode ( ’utf -8 ’) )
vals = valsplitlist [0]. split ( " ," . encode ( ’utf -8 ’) )
i = 0
exp_id = None
exp_ip = None
exp_port = 0
slowest_id = None
max_latency = None
N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t a l l = {}
for val in vals :
if ( val . decode ( ’utf -8 ’) == STR_IP ) :
exp_ip = vals [ i +1]. decode ( ’utf -8 ’)
if ( val . decode ( ’utf -8 ’) == STR_PORT ) :
exp_port = int ( vals [ i +1]. decode ( ’utf -8 ’) )
if ( val . decode ( ’utf -8 ’) == STR_ID ) :
exp_id = vals [ i +1]. decode ( ’utf -8 ’)
if ( val . decode ( ’utf -8 ’) == SLOWEST_ID ) :
slowest_id = vals [ i +1]. decode ( ’utf -8 ’)
if ( val . decode ( ’utf -8 ’) == MAX_LATENCY ) :
max_latency = float ( vals [ i +1]. decode ( ’utf -8 ’) )
N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t a l l = ( valsplitlist [1]. decode ( ’utf -8 ’) )
i = i + 1
self . context . L a t e n c y R e p o r t E x p N o d e ( exp_id , exp_ip , exp_port ,
slowest_id , max_latency , N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t a l l )

Listing 3.5. Message decoding in reader file.
Next, the information received in the experiment controller is taken care of by writing
a new method called LatencyReportExpNode(...) in the ExpPlatformManager.py (the script
written for experiment controller). The code snippet is given below:
ExpPlatformManager.py:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

def L a t e n c y R e p o r t E x p N o d e ( self , node_id , node_ip , node_port , slowest_id ,
max_latency , N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t a l l ) :
...
with self . expnodeslock :
for key in self . expnodes :
loc = self . expnodes [ key ]
if str ( loc . port ) == str ( node_port ) :
N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t a l l = ast . literal_eval (
str ( N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t a l l ) )
dbgprint ( " Dictionary for port " + str ( loc . port ) + " is : "
+ str ( N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t a l l ) )
for key , value in N e i g h b o r s L a t e n c y D i c t a l l . items () :
...
...
dnmg = D r o p N e i g h b o r M e s s a g e G e n e r a t o r ( self , nodesPORTStodrop )
self . msgmon . sendGen ( dnmg , loc . ip , loc . port )

Listing 3.6. Message transfer from experiment controller to worker nodes.
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In experiment controller, again the function DropNeighborMessageGenerator is used
to instruct the worker nodes which nodes to drop. The same pattern of communication
as it is in between worker nodes and experiment controller, explained above, is followed to
transmit any kind of instruction in this work. The performance of each node is also measured
due to the need for constant observation of nodes’ performance if it varies with the change
in communication protocols.
The worker nodes have information about their neighbors from the graph sent initially
by the experiment controller. For introducing artificial delay between the worker nodes to
their neighbors, we put threads sleep before and after sending and receiving the byte on
respective worker nodes. For creating slower communication links between some group of
worker nodes to some other groups of worker nodes, we have introduced a location parameter.
This works in a way that two worker nodes location distance would decide what amount of
additional delay would be imposed on the link connecting them. For example, suppose we
have a group of 5 worker nodes with same location parameter say 10 or may be different
location values within a small range say 1,2,3,4,5. Then we have another group of 3 worker
nodes whose location parameter values are much higher or lower than the initial group of
worker nodes say 100, 110 and 120 . Now say we delay the communication links by 5ms if two
worker nodes have location value difference greater than 80; delay the communication links by
1ms between worker nodes that have location value difference greater than 5 and less than 80;
and do not delay any link between worker nodes that have location value difference less than
5. Figure 3.5 depicts our idea of artificially delaying specific communication links between
worker nodes. Here, nodes are represented by their corresponding location parameters.

Figure 3.5. Concept of introducing artificial delay between nodes and groups of nodes.
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Table 3.1. CloudLab Clemson hardware information for experiments with decentralized
initial network.
Type

CPU

RAM

c6320
c8220x

Intel E5-2683v3 14-core CPU
Intel E5-2670v2 10-core CPU

256 GB
256 GB

3.2. Decentralized initial network construction based on latency
We intend to create a better initial overlay network among the worker nodes to have an
improved work allocation to the nodes which will eventually optimize the overall computation
time. The first approach we attempted was constructing a decentralized initial overlay graph
created by the worker nodes themselves where the nodes drop certain neighbors depending
on how slow or fast their communication link is. We experimented on several strategies for
creating different graphs to see how the nodes behave, how their performances vary. For these
experiments, the machine hardware that were used were requested from Cloudlab Clemson
cluster of Cloudlab.us. Each experiments in the cloud schedules 400 tasks of same sizes where
each of the tasks is a 100 dimensional matrix multiplications. Total number of worker nodes
are 46 which along with one other node for the experiment controller are scheduled in two
physical machines broken down into multiple Docker containers. The machine configurations
are given in the Table 3.1.
For consistency in the measurements and grouping, the nodes are allocated in a way
that all the nodes have nearly the same performance. That is, the equal number of nodes
are allocated to equal number of cores. To see how communication latency solely impacts
on the computation performance and time, we have eliminated all the variables that can
influence the computation time as well as the underlying conditions. For this purpose,
only shortest queue length is preferred for transferring the tasks from one worker node to
another throughout the experiment. More elaborately, the performance parameter in the
task scheduling algorithm is kept to zero and the vector scheduling work as one dimensional
scheduling strategy with node’s queue length as it’s dimension. Table 3.2 shows a detailed
information of how nodes are allocated on specific CPUs on the allotted machines.
Table 3.3 shows how the location parameter is used to introduce artificial delays.
Each worker node group is deployed with one Docker container. We tried to simulate a
situation that worker nodes inside a Docker container does not have any additional delay in
communication links between them. Group of worker nodes inside same physical machines
have some additional delays in communication links between them and group of worker
nodes in different physical machines have comparatively longer additional delays among
themselves.
Peterson et al. used a random graph of 20% connectivity with Erdös-Rényi algorithm
as their initial network. We started with constructing a full graph or a random graph with
large amount of connected edges instead. Latency measurements taken by the worker nodes
were sorted to have all the nodes gradually drop their neighbors who has comparatively
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Table 3.2. Detailed information of node placement on specific CPUs on the allotted machines
from Clemson hardware.
Port group

Node count

No. of cores

Location parameter

Hardware type

1100X
1200X
1300X
1400X
1500X
1600X
1700X
1800X
1900X

5
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
5

20
30
60
70
265
270
300
320
410

c8220x
c8220x
c8220x
c8220x
c6320
c6320
c6320
c6320
c6320

Table 3.3. Use of location parameter to introduce artificial delays in the communication
links.
Distance between location values

Additional artificial delay (ms)

0 - 50
51 - 100
101 - 200
201 - 300
301 - 400
401 and beyond

0
1
2
6
10
14

slower communication links than the others until the point where worker nodes have less
connections between themselves, yet the graph remains connected. This overlay graph as
initial network should give the worker nodes an advantage of communication through comparatively faster communication links. Peterson’s random graph with 20% connectivity has
lesser communication links and these links are a combination of slower and faster links.
Having less connections is an advantage since work has lesser options to choose from and
lesser chance of moving around. However, implementing from worker nodes the best we can
do is dropping neighbors gradually and get closer to 20% connectivity as much as possible
as long as the graph does not disconnect.
3.2.1. Initial experiment results
Figure 3.6 shows an experiment result with Peterson’s 20% random graph construction after implementing artificial delays on communication links between worker nodes as
in Table 3.3. The vector scheduling strategy for the shipment of work was shortest queue
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Figure 3.6. A single experiment result of random graph construction with 20% connectivity
after implementing artificial delays on communication links.
only throughout the experiment. The range of connected edges i.e. the number of neighbors
for each worker node in this graph ranges from 5 to 13 and no communication links were
dropped. Overall execution time in this experiment is 378s.
Initially we did several tests with different strategies on how to drop the slowest
communication links from worker nodes. Table 3.4 presents few such experiment results.
We observe that by dropping slowest neighbors from each worker node can definitely result
in better performance than the one using 20% random graph. However, there are some issues
we need to consider. For example, there is a threshold until which worker nodes can drop
connections or it will lead to a disconnected graph. The case with full graph and 23 dropped
neighbors is such an example. Here, one physical machine had 20 nodes and the other
had 26. Dropping 23 neighbors from each nodes disconnected all the connections between
two machines. As a result, all the work is completed in one physical machine in a longer
time but resources were not fully utilized since the other machine did not receive any work.
Additionally, dropping fewer nodes than 23 from each node leaves a lot of slower connections
with which we mostly get similar results as Peterson et al.’s with no use of communication
information. Moreover, there is no other way to find out what number of neighbor links is
best to drop without trial and error for every different type of graph. Dropping a link from
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Table 3.4. Experiment results from random and decentralized initial network by dropping
slowest neighbors.
Graph type

Drops

Execution time

Execution characteristics

Random, 20%

0

378s

Uneven work distribution towards the end

Random, 80%

up to 21

347s

Random, 50%

2 up to 11

Full graph

23

≈ 400s

14

≈ 375s

17

<370s

Full graph (connections of one node
from each group
to all nodes not
dropped)

350s

Most tasks completed by
330s, tasks evenly distributed
throughout, less variability in
task completion times for all
nodes
Disconnected graph, all tasks
completed in one physical machine
Similar performance as random 20% graph
Performs slightly better than
random 20% graph

one neighbor also drops another link for the other, as a reason we do not know dropping a
specific number of nodes from one node is dropping how many neighbors individually from
every other node. Or, we can not say precisely that by dropping this many nodes we have
reached to the 20% connectivity of the graph, specially for random graphs. There are always
many slower neighbor links left for the work to move around. We do not think this is a fair
comparison.
3.2.2. Decentralized initial network construction algorithm (DA) and experiment results
The initial experiment results from constructing a decentralized network by gradually
dropping neighbor nodes motivated us to work in a strategic way. The idea is, we start with
a full graph. 46 worker nodes are divided into few groups such that each of the group
has the fastest communication links inside them. Each worker node takes a look at it’s
latency information with all of it’s neighbors and forms a group with its closest neighbors.
Since no artificial communication delay was imposed on the worker node links within a
container, these worker nodes are most likely to have the fastest communication among
themselves. We now have each of these worker nodes groups form a clique, i.e. any intragroup communication is not dropped. For inter group communication, a leader from each
group is chosen. These leaders from each group are initially set to have minimum connections
among themselves. And doing so, we can choose the links that have shortest additional
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delays. For implementation, we have designed experiment settings similar to the one we
have been experimenting on so far, only changed the location parameter values for each
group for variability. The nodes are defined by the port numbers they are using. Suppose
we have 9 groups that are 1100X, 1200X, . . . and 1900X. Inside each group, we have 5/6
worker nodes with no additional delays. For our experiments, say the nodes 11000, 12000,
13000, . . . and 19000 are selected as the group leaders of their respective groups.
We conducted experiments by dropping some slower communicating nodes while keeping some. Dropping slower nodes is necessary for tasks to ship around using faster links while
keeping enough connections is essential to have the tasks propagate competitively with computation time. With a few group leaders connection choosing minimum communication
distances and five 6ms connections among which 2 inside same physical machines and 3
between different physical machines led to a graph that performs slightly better than Peterson et al.’s random graph with 20% connections in terms of work propagation and overall
computation time. However, significant and consistent results came from the experiments
having the graph where group leaders forms a clique between themselves, group members in
every individual group forms a clique and there are one to one connections between members
of consecutively connected groups. By consecutively connected groups, we mean that two
groups next to each other if groups are positioned in a way that a group will be next to
another group with which its overall communication distance is the closest, see Figure 3.7 for
reference. Sufficient faster connections and enough slower connections in this graph led to efficient use of resources while executing the computation in optimized time. We now propose
a decentralized algorithm for having an initial overlay graph for optimal task distribution
and overall computation time created by the worker nodes in Algorithm 1. The decentralized initial overlay network graph that trades off between sufficient faster connections and
necessary slower connections is portrayed in Figure 3.7 .
Algorithm 1 Decentralized initial network construction based on latency (DA).
Input: Worker nodes, Experiment controller
Output: A connected graph with low latency edges
WORKER NODE:
for <each worker node> do
for <each neighbor> do
<Calculate communication latency >
end for
end for
Create groups of worker nodes with nodes having fastest connections among themselves.
Select a group leader for each worker groups.
Form a clique among the leaders.
Form a clique among the group members inside each group.
Have one to one connections between members of consecutively connected groups.
Delete all the other node-neighbor connections.
Figure 3.8 shows one of the experimental results for graph construction with our
proposed decentralized algorithm 1 (DA) where worker nodes drop few neighbor nodes based
on their latency with them while keeping some specific ones. Here in this experiment, the
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Figure 3.7. Graph construction by our proposed decentralized graph construction algorithm
(DA), Algorithm 1.
overall computation time is 343s. From the figure, we can say about more than 390 tasks
are completed by 330 seconds and all by 343 seconds which is comparatively a better overall
computation time than with the random graph results. In addition, with decentralized
graph, the tasks are mostly evenly distributed to all the nodes.
Performance with variable latency and throughput: We tested further to see how
our graph performs when we have longer delays between nodes and bigger task files to ship
across. This will allow us to see our graph’s performance from both aspects, variable latency
and variable throughput. For this purpose, all the additional delays were increased to 10
times and each container task file was increased to a size of 51.4MB raising from 540KB.
Figure 3.9 shows a comparative picture of experiment results of 5 consecutive runs with
decentralized graph construction with and without longer delays and bigger files. Interestingly, having longer delays and larger task files in the experiments have not made the overall
computation duration longer and the tasks also seem to be evenly distributed. This means,
our algorithm performs feasibly for work environments where nodes are situated far from
each other and when we have large task containers to work with.
3.3. Discussion
The construction of a decentralized initial overlay graph by the worker nodes themselves does not encounter the bottleneck from the centralized scheduler. Moreover, it is easier
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Figure 3.8. A single experiment result with our proposed decentralized graph construction
algorithm (DA).
to implement since it does not involve changes in communication protocol between worker
nodes and the experiment controller. Worker nodes observe their latency measurements with
their neighbors and make a decision on which nodes to drop and which nodes to keep. We
propose an algorithm that the worker nodes construct an initial overlay network by meticulously deciding the number of communicationally closer neighbors to keep having the task
ship faster as well as the number of distant nodes to keep for the tasks to propagate competitively with the computation time. The experiment results show that this decentralized
network works better than having a randomly generated graph as the initial neighbor-nodes
network. However, worker nodes do not possess the overall information of the whole network, they only work and decide from their point of view. Additionally, working from the
worker nodes involves a substantial trial and error process. We believe that working from a
centralizer’s point of view can be benefited from the overall communication information of
the network, and hence can construct an initial graph with better resource utilization. For
example, worker nodes do not have to make decisions for creating groups to form cliques
by looking at only their neighbor’s measurements, instead, the experiment controller having
all measurements about all the worker nodes can decide or deploy any suitable clustering
method to create node groups. That way the graph will be more generalized and will be
able to avoid any manual inspection. Our work at this point mainly focuses on the use
of communication information to improve the compute performance. We certainly improve
and generalize the graph construction strategy afterward which we explain in the following
chapters. In the next chapter, we will attempt on creating an initial overlay neighbor-nodes
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Figure 3.9. Comparative results of 5 experimental runs of decentralized graph construction
algorithm (DA) with and without longer delays and bigger task files.
network from a centralizer’s point of view, and add the support of latency to the vector task
scheduling algorithm.
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Chapter 4. Latency-based Centralized Initial Network
Construction and Three Dimensional Vector Task Scheduling
Strategy
Constructing a connected graph by the worker nodes for a well-performed computation requires manually checking and tweaking the size of dropped neighbors. Moreover,
worker nodes know information about only the nodes they are connected to, they do not know
the overall communication picture. A better alternative to this graph construction strategy
can be constructing a graph from a central viewpoint, i.e., the experiment controller. In this
approach, all the worker nodes take latency measurements with their neighbors and send
them to the experiment controller. The controller uses this information to create a new overlay graph and inform the worker nodes about this graph. From the research we conducted so
far, we have learned that having only an optimized path is not sufficient, enough connections
need to be maintained for the tasks to propagate competitively with the computation. Once
a good trade-off between the optimized links and sufficient connections is found, the experiment controller can instruct the worker nodes on which connections to drop. This way the
worker nodes find the best way to move tasks to their neighbors. The worker nodes along
with their neighbors can start computing with the efficient graph and the total task execution
time can be improved. The overall computation performance can further be optimized with
the use of latency in task scheduling throughout the experiment by reducing the idle time
between task executions in a node and between task shipments from one node to another.
In this chapter, we present a centralized initial overlay graph construction algorithm by the
experiment controller and add the support of communication latency between nodes in the
task scheduling algorithm along with nodes’ queue length and performance measurements.
We show how the use latency improves the compute performance with experiment results
both with and without performance variations in nodes.
4.1. Centralized initial network construction based on latency
We pursue our research on constructing an initial overlay network by the experiment
controller. In this process, the experiment controller creates a full graph and sends the
graph to all the worker nodes. Then each worker node having information about all of its
neighbors collects their latency measurements and sends them to the experiment controller in
the form of a dictionary. The experiment controller now has the communication information
for each node to all other nodes in all the containers. Then the controller with the overall
communication information of the whole network groups the worker nodes according to the
communication distances between them. The worker node groups are formed with a wellknown clustering algorithm called Hierarchical Clustering. We explain this group creation
strategy in detail in Chapter 5 where we discuss the generalized version of the initial overlay
network graph creation algorithm. Now, each group of worker nodes forms a clique i.e. they
have a full graph among themselves. Latency measurements for each group are individually
sorted for each node. Then each of the 46 worker nodes connects to all other groups by
connecting to two nodes having the lowest communication distances in the corresponding
group. Again, since we have a simulated environment with artificial delays between groups
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of nodes in different containers and no artificial communication delay was imposed on the
worker node links within a container, the worker nodes in the same container are most likely
to form a group. For example, if the nodes are defined by the port numbers they are using
and suppose we have 9 groups that are 1100X, 1200X, . . . and 1900X. A node with port
number 11001 has 5 connections with the group having port numbers 1200X among which
12002, and 12004 are the nodes that have the lowest two latency values. Then 11001 will
keep the connections with 12002 and 12004 and drop the other 3. The same strategy will be
followed by all the nodes in all the groups. Figure 4.1 depicts how nodes are connected in this
graph securing the fastest connections between each node to every worker node group while
forming a clique inside each group. Eventually, this will lead to each node being connected
with two nodes of every group, close or distant. These links will help the work propagate
evenly throughout the network and the connections inside each group will help the task
execution faster.
Table 4.1. Node information with location parameters to introduce additional delays for
experiments with centralized initial graph.
Node Port Groups

Location Parameter

1100X
1200X
1300X
1400X
1500X
1600X
1700X
1800X
1900X

20
180
120
50
360
420
300
430
420

For centralized latency-based initial network, we conducted experiments using two
physical machines from Cloudlab both of type c6320 with processor Intel E5-2683v3. The
experiment set up here is similar to the previous configuration as in chapter 3 with different location parameters only, shown in Table 4.1. The introduced additional delays for
simulation range from 0ms to 14ms as mentioned in Table 3.3.
Initial experiment results: We conducted few experiments with 20% random initial
graph construction by Peterson [19, 18] in the current experimental setting. Figure 4.2 shows
one such experiment where all the work is completed in about 325s. The execution pattern
shows that task bars have small gaps between themselves in almost all the nodes. This
may arise due to delay in task shipment since random graph has many slower connections.
Moreover, there are consistent delays in almost all the nodes seen at the starting of work after
the source node started computing. Our centralized initial graph with the same experimental
setting showed slightly better or similar performance even though we have maintained some
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Figure 4.1. Connection pattern in initial graph by our proposed centralized graph construction algorithm (CA), Algorithm 2.
connections that are comparatively faster than the other. Now, this situation with our
current graph can arise either due to the lack of enough connections to propagate the work
among all the nodes or, the faster connections we have are somehow not chosen for work
redistribution. We do not choose to increase more connections in the graph for if we keep
increasing more connections, we will eventually get to a phase of excessive task movements
(thrashing problem) among the worker nodes and the computation cost will raise. That is a
situation we want to avoid. To improve the situation, we focus on task scheduling strategy
at this point.
4.2. Three dimensional task scheduling considering latency measurements
We have been running the experiments so far in a condition where the tasks are
distributed and redistributed according to nodes’ queue length only. The performance parameter is kept null so that different performance characteristics of different machines and
nodes can not dominate the experiment and computation time. To ensure that work is distributed to comparatively communicationally closer nodes throughout the computation time,
we considered adding latency support to the task scheduling vector. That is, instead of using two-dimensional vector scheduling for work distribution, we designed a three-dimensional
cube for vector scheduling where the components of the vector will be nodes’ queue length,
nodes’ performance and node’s latency measurement respectively. We present the code snippets of the function for the execution of three dimensional task scheduling below:
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BenchNodePM.py:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

def g e t R e d i s t D i c t _ F l o w _ 3 D ( VCont , n_keys , n_benches , bench_tot , n_queuelens ,
queuelen_tot , n_latencies , latency_tot ) :
print ( " grdf -3 D " )
max_bench = max ( n_benches )
min_bench = min ( n_benches )
max_ql = max ( n_queuelens )
min_ql = min ( n_queuelens )
max_lat = max ( n_latencies )
min_lat = min ( n_latencies )
expprint ( " flow redist args1 = " + str ( n_keys ) )
expprint ( " flow redist args2 = " + str ( n_benches ) )
expprint ( " flow redist args3 = " + str ( bench_tot ) )
expprint ( " flow redist args4 = " + str ( n_queuelens ) )
expprint ( " flow redist args5 = " + str ( queuelen_tot ) )
expprint ( " flow redist args4 = " + str ( n_latencies ) )
expprint ( " flow redist args5 = " + str ( latency_tot ) )

18
19
20
21
22
23

# For 3 D statis & flow vector input , format :[ QL , bench , latency ]
sv = VCont . getStasisVector ()
fv = VCont . getFlowVector ()
expprint ( " flow flow = " + str ( fv ) )
expprint ( " flow stasis = " + str ( sv ) )

24
25
26
27
28
29

rvals = []
rvaltotal = 0
bt2 = bench_tot / 2
if ( bt2 == 0) :
bt2 = 1
qlt2 = queuelen_tot / 2
if ( qlt2 == 0) :
dbgprint ( " queuelentot == 0 " )
return {}
lat2 = latency_tot / 2
if ( n_benches [0] > 0) :
dbgprint ( " FV : Interesting " )
dbgprint ( " bt2 : " + str ( bt2 ) )
dbgprint ( " qlt2 : " + str ( qlt2 ) )
dbgprint ( " lat2 : " + str ( lat2 ) )

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

for i in range (0 , len ( n_keys ) ) :
dbgprint ( " nq_ " + str ( i ) + " : " + str ( n_queuelens [ i ]) )
dbgprint ( " nb_ " + str ( i ) + " : " + str ( n_benches [ i ]) )
dbgprint ( " nl_ " + str ( i ) + " : " + str ( n_latencies [ i ]) )
nqlv = 0
nbv = 0
nlat = 0
if ( min_ql != max_ql ) :
nqlv =( n_queuelens [ i ] - min_ql ) *2.0/ float ( max_ql - min_ql ) -1
if ( min_bench != max_bench ) :
nbv =( n_benches [ i ] - min_bench ) *2.0/ float ( max_bench - min_bench ) -1
if ( min_lat != max_lat ) :
nlat =( n_latencies [ i ] - min_lat ) *2.0/ float ( max_lat - min_lat ) -1
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53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

if ( i == 0) :
nqlv = nqlv + sv [0]
nbv = nbv + sv [1]
nlat = nlat + sv [2]
dbgprint ( " nqlv : " + str ( nqlv ) )
dbgprint ( " nbv : " + str ( nbv ) )
dbgprint ( " nlat : " + str ( nlat ) )
rval = nqlv * fv [0]
rval = rval + nbv * fv [1]
rval = rval + nlat * fv [2]
dbgprint ( " rval : " + str ( rval ) )
if ( rval < 0) :
rval = 0
rvals . append ( rval )
rvaltotal = rvaltotal + rval
dbgprint ( " rvals : " + str ( rvals ) )
dict_to_return = {}
dict_of_fract = {}
totaljobs = n_queuelens [0]
extra = 0
if ( rvaltotal == 0) :
dbgprint ( " rvaltotal == 0 " )
return {}
dbgprint ( " rvaltotal : " + str ( rvaltotal ) )
for i in range (0 , len ( n_keys ) ) :
val = totaljobs * ( rvals [ i ] / rvaltotal )
dbgprint ( " TJVal : " + str ( val ) )
dict_to_return [ n_keys [ i ]] = int ( math . floor ( val ) )
dbgprint ( " redist - added [ " + str ( n_keys [ i ]) + " ]= " + str ( math . floor ( val ) ) )
dict_of_fract [ n_keys [ i ]] = val - math . floor ( val )
extra = extra + val - math . floor ( val )
ind = 0
ds = sorted ( dict_of_fract . items () , reverse = True , key = lambda
key_value : key_value [1])
dbgprint ( " DS : " + str ( ds ) )
for val in ds :
if ( extra < 1) :
break
dict_to_return [ val [0]] = dict_to_return [ val [0]]+1
extra = extra - 1
dbgprint ( " flow redist dict = " + str ( dict_to_return ) )
dbgprint ( " Before dict return " )
return dict_to_return

98
99
100
101
102
103

def getRedistDict_3D ( VCont , n_keys , n_benches , bench_tot , n_queuelens ,
queuelen_tot , n_sublvls , n_subtotal , n_latencies , latency_tot ) :
return g e t R e d i s t D i c t _ F l o w _ 3 D ( VCont , n_keys , n_benches , bench_tot ,
n_queuelens , queuelen_tot , n_latencies , latency_tot )

104
105
106

def r ed i s tr i b ut e W or k _ 3 D ( self ) :
btotal = 0
qltotal = 0
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107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160

latencytotal = 0
nids = []
nbenches = []
nsublevels = []
nsubleveldict = CalcSubLevel ( self . n e i gh b o rS u b Qu e u eL e n )
nqls = []
nlatencies = []
nconns = []
dbgprint ( " In redistWork " )
nids . append ( self . idval )
nbenches . append ( float ( self . GetBench () ) )
nqls . append ( self . GetQueueLen () )
nlatencies . append (0.0)
nsublevels . append (0)
mybench = self . GetBench ()
btotal = float ( mybench )
latencytotal = 0.0
# Next line used to be shortcut to stop last job movement
qltotal = self . GetQueueLen ()
conntotal = 0
nsublvltotal = 0
for nid in self . neighborQueueLen :
if not nid in nsubleveldict :
nsublevels . append (0)
else :
nsublevels . append ( nsubleveldict [ nid ])
nsublvltotal = nsublvltotal + nsubleveldict [ nid ]
if not nid in self . neighborBench :
self . neighborBench [ nid ] = float ( mybench )
nbench = float ( self . neighborBench [ nid ])
btotal = btotal + nbench
nbenches . append ( nbench )
nql = self . neighborQueueLen [ nid ]
qltotal = qltotal + nql
nqls . append ( nql )
nlatency = float ( self . neighborLatency [ nid ])
latencytotal = latencytotal + nlatency
nlatencies . append ( nlatency )
try :
nconn = self . neighborConn [ nid ]
conntotal = conntotal + nconn
nconns . append ( nconn )
nids . append ( nid )
except KeyError :
print ( " this neighbor is deleted " )
nconn = 0
dictResults = getRedistDict_3D ( self . VContainer , nids , nbenches , btotal ,
nqls , qltotal , nsublevels , nsublvltotal , nlatencies , latencytotal )
dbgprint ( " RDWORK : " + str ( len ( dictResults ) ) )
dbgprint ( " QL : " + str ( self . GetQueueLen () ) )
for nid in dictResults :
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161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171

if ( nid != self . idval ) :
dbgprint ( " RDWORK : REDIST ! " )
try :
vals = self . neighborInfos [ nid ]
for i in range (0 , dictResults [ nid ]) :
worktosend = self . GetWorkToSend ()
if not worktosend is None :
mgen = C o n t a i n e r M e s s a g e G e n e r a t o r ( worktosend , self )
self . msgmon . sendGen ( mgen , vals [0] , vals [1])
except KeyError :
print ( " No ID exist ! " )

Listing 4.1. Work redistribution by three dimensional task scheduling.
Here, dbgprint, expprint are custom print messages for printing in the output files
corresponding to worker nodes and experiment controller. msgmon.sendGen() is the function
to send mgen information to message generator to send to the specific IP address and port
of the corresponding node. vals[0], vals[1] are the IP address and port number of the
corresponding worker node and Exp IP , Exp Port are the IP address and port number of
the experiment controller.
Experimental results: We conducted more experiments with implementing our centralised initial graph construction together with three dimensional task scheduling strategy.
An experiment started with initial scheduling vector [-1.0, 0 ,-0.5], i.e. initially some of the
work will be distributed to the nodes having shortest queue lengths and a portion of the work
will be distributed to the nodes that have comparatively lower latency. Then later when
about 70% work is completed, the scheduling strategy changed according to the vector [-1.0,
0,-0.4] which means a portion of tasks will still be sent to the nodes that are still starving
work and it puts slightly less importance to lower latency nodes. The performance characteristics of the worker nodes does not make any difference in both the scheduling strategy.
This vector scheduling is one of the vector scheduling choices with the use of latency that significantly improved the performance of our graph. We have all 400 tasks completed by 282s
with faster work distribution throughout the experiment. Figure 4.3 shows an experimental
result of our centralized initial graph construction and latency supported vector scheduling.
Noticeably, the gaps between tasks and initial delay at the beginning of the work seen in
random graph experiment (Figure 4.2) minimized to a large extent with the centralized initial network and three dimensional task scheduling. This means, the idle time between the
execution of tasks that was caused in the random graph with no use of latency due to the
delay in task shipment to distant nodes are reduced by the use of latency information to ship
tasks to the lower latency nodes with our centralized graph construction and latency-based
scheduling strategy. As a result, the overall computation time of the experiment reduced
from around 325 seconds with the random graph to around 282 seconds with the centralized
graph.
Algorithm 2 presents our proposed centralized initial overlay graph construction algorithm (CA) by the experiment controller that takes worker nodes and experiment controller
as input and outputs a connected graph where connections are made emphasizing lower
latency values.
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Figure 4.2. A single experiment result with 20% random initial graph construction and
two-dimensional vector scheduling.
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Figure 4.3. A single experiment result with centralized graph construction (CA) and latency
supported vector scheduling.
A two sample t-test was performed to see if our centralized graph construction performs better than the 20% random graph. There was a significant difference in performance
between our centralized graph (M = 297.5 , SD = 10.52) and random graph (M = 317.6, SD
= 12.28); t(8) = 2.77, p = 0.05. Table 4.2 presents Student’s t-test results comparing overall
computation time of 5 experimental runs between the two graphs which clearly show that
centralized initial graph performs significantly better than the 20% random initial graph.
Table 4.2. Student’s t-test results comparing centralized initial graph (CA) and 20% random
initial graph.
Graph

n

Mean

SD

t-value

t-crit

df

p

Decision

CA
Random

5
5

297.5
317.6

10.52
12.28

2.77

2.31

8

0.05

Null hypothesis
rejected
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4.3. Centralized initial network with performance variations in nodes
To construct an initial network based on latency between worker nodes, we have
proposed a decentralized algorithm in Chapter 3 and a centralized algorithm in the current
chapter. For experiments with the centralized initial network, we have also introduced
latency as the third component in the scheduling vector to drive task movements according
to latency along with nodes’ queue length. As mentioned earlier, we have maintained nodes’
performance influence minimum for all our experiments so far so that the experiment results
from latency changes are not dominated by different nodes’ performance characteristics. For
this, we have designed the experiments in a way that mostly the same number of nodes are
running from the same number of CPUs to show as uniform performance as possible. For the
scheduling strategy, we kept the performance component to zero and only let queue length
and latency dominate the task scheduling. Both the centralized and decentralized initial
graph algorithms performed better than the random initial network without any performance
influence. Further, we conducted more experiments to find out how our proposed graph
behaves where there are variations in nodes’ performance. For doing these experiments,
we have artificially created nodes’ performance variations by allotting a different number
of worker nodes in different numbers of CPUs. For example, 5 nodes allotted in 10 CPUs
will perform much more efficiently than 5 nodes in only 2 CPUs. We then performed a
few experiments with the random initial network by Peterson with two dimensional (queue
length and performance) scheduling strategy and our centralized initial network with three
dimensional (queue length, performance, and latency) scheduling strategy having different
performance variations in nodes.
Experimental results: We show comparative results of experiments with performance
variation in nodes between random initial network with 2-dimensional scheduling and our
centralized initial network (CA) with 3-dimensional scheduling in Table 4.3. The parameters
in the scheduling vector are normalized between -1.0 to 1.0 following from Peterson’s vector
scheduling technique. The scheduling strategy swaps from ‘initial’ to ‘after swap’ when about
70% work is done. We tried few different strategies for creating performance variations. For
example, we placed every group of 5 or 6 worker nodes in 1 CPU as compared to placing a
single node in 1 CPU or 5 nodes in 5 CPUs to purposely degrade their performance. The
overall task completion time in this setting raised from a range of 250-350 seconds to over
1100 seconds because now nodes competes with each other more for processor bandwidth
and memory. We then compared the performance of the random initial network graph with
our centralized graph using latency keeping the same vector components in the scheduling
vector for both the graphs. The vector swapping time and technique remains same for
both the graphs as well. From the results in Table 4.3, we can see that our proposed
centralized algorithm with added latency support for scheduling strategy outperforms the
random network with nodes’ performance variations too. The reduction of the idle time
between task executions and task shipping not only improves the overall execution time, also
benefits the resource utilization. We attempted another performance variation method by
placing different number of worker nodes in different number of CPU counts. The intention
for this is to allow some of the nodes perform computation in a setting where they do not
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have to compete with other nodes for processor bandwidth as much as some nodes that
are placed in a very competitive environment. This way there will be all kinds of nodes
performance variations in an experiment. To make this work, we designed an experiment
setting where nodes placement in CPUs varies from 5 nodes in 2 CPUs to 5 nodes in 12
CPUs. 5 nodes allotted in 2 CPUs competes for bandwidth with each other more compared
to 5 nodes in 12 CPUs. Comparative experiment results of both the graph constructions
with this performance variation also demonstrate that using latency information improves
the overall computation.
Table 4.3. Comparison of experiment results between random initial network with 2-D
scheduling and centralized initial network (CA) with 3-D scheduling with different performance variations in nodes.
Performance
Variation
5 or 6
worker
nodes in
1 CPU
5 or 6
worker
nodes in
1 CPU
varies from 5
nodes in 2
CPUs to 5
nodes in 12

Graph

Scheduling

Random

initial
after swap
initial
after swap
initial
after swap
initial
after swap
initial
after swap
initial
after swap

CA
Random
CA
Random
CA

Vector [QL,
Perf, Latency]
[-1.0, 0.0, 0.0]
[-1.0, 0.0, 0.0]
[-0.5, 0.0, -0.5]
[-0.5, 0.0, -0.5]
[-0.5, 0.5, 0.0]
[-1.0, 0.8, 0.0]
[-0.5, 0.5, -0.5]
[-0.5, 0.8, -0.5]
[-1.0, -0.5, 0.0]
[-1.0, 0.5, 0.0]
[-1.0, -0.5, -0.5]
[-1.0, 0.5, -0.3]

Execution Time
1147s
1103s
1159s
1111s
460s
430s

Further we performed a two sample t-test to see if our centralized graph performs
better than the 20% random graph in a performance variable environment. Table 4.4 presents
the Student t-test results of 7 experimental runs comparing overall computation time between
the two graphs where nodes’ allotment varies between 5 nodes deployed in 2 CPUs to 5
nodes in 12 CPUs. There was a statistically significant difference in performance between
our centralized graph (M = 439.72, SD = 8.98) and random graph (M = 456.4, SD = 4.45);
t(12) = 4.402, p = 0.05. Hence, the null hypothesis is rejected.
4.4. Discussion
In this chapter, we propose an initial network construction algorithm based on latency
measurements between nodes, created by the experiment controller. We demonstrated with
the experiment results that this new centralized algorithm together with three-dimensional
task scheduling provides more efficient task execution and better resource utilization than
without using latency. We further showed that this behavior is also prominent in situations
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Table 4.4. Student’s t-test results comparing centralized initial graph (CA) and 20% random
initial graph with variations in the node performance.
Graph

n

Mean

SD

t-value

t-crit

df

p

Decision

CA
Random

7
7

439.7
456.4

8.98
4.45

4.401

2.18

12

0.05

Null hypothesis
rejected

where the performance characteristics of nodes vary. The decentralized approach for network
graphs involves manual scrutiny in grouping worker nodes and requires few trials and errors
to determine which group sizes work best. These drawbacks are overcome in the centralized
approach with the use of a clustering algorithm since in the centralized approach the experiment controller has the information about the overall network and the controller decides how
to group the worker nodes. For our experiments we have been using 2 or 3 physical machines
from CloudLab, allotting the worker nodes in those machines deploying with Docker containers. We tried to simulate real-world situations by imposing artificial delays among the
nodes and artificially creating performance variations. For grouping worker nodes, we have
used Hierarchical Clustering. However, in the simulated environment where artificial delays
are imposed between groups in containers, the nodes in the same container are likely to be
in the same cluster. Therefore, predicting what is the group size and how many neighbor
nodes to drop is not too difficult. We have initial graph algorithms that we expect to perform
efficiently in the real world. For example, if we perform experiments with 46 worker nodes
running in 46 different virtual machines in the cloud, we cannot predict how many virtual
cloud nodes are instantiated from the same machine, or, how closely or far away different
physical machines are that contain the virtual nodes, or what is the performance characteristics of individual nodes. That is, in the real cloud the cluster sizes can be any, and the
clusters can situate anywhere. We need a more general graph construction algorithm that
can work on any cluster sizes, drop nodes accordingly and maintain a balanced neighbornode relationship in the graph to perform efficiently. Moreover, for the experiments until
now, we have been using 400 tasks each of which is a 100-dimensional matrix multiplication.
We cannot expect to always get the same size and same type of task problems. For the graph
construction to work well in real world, we need to test the graph with variable sizes and
types of tasks. In the next chapter, we discuss the nodes clustering strategy in detail and
present a generalized version of the centralized initial graph construction algorithm. Further
in that chapter, we implement different approaches for creating task variations and present
experimental results of the proposed generalized centralized graph construction with tasks
of variable sizes. In the end, we present the experiment results conducted using the virtual
machines from CloudLab and present the performance of our proposed centralized algorithm
in real-life scenarios.
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Algorithm 2 Centralized initial network based on latency (CA).
Input: Worker nodes, Experiment controller
Output: A connected graph with low latency edges
WORKER NODE:
for <each worker node> do
for <each neighbor> do
<Calculate communication latency >
end for
Send the latency list to experiment controller
end for
EXPERIMENT CONTROLLER:
for <each worker node> do
Collect latency information
end for
Create distance matrix from latency information from all nodes
Use hierarchical clustering algorithm to find clusters
for <each worker node> do
for <each cluster> do
if <worker node is in cluster> then
Add all cluster nodes to the list: NodesToKeep.
else
Choose 2 nodes in the cluster with lowest latency
Add chosen nodes to the list: NodesToKeep.
Add the rest of the nodes to the list: NodesToDrop
end if
end for
end for
Send the list NodesToDrop to respective worker nodes
WORKER NODE:
for <each worker node> do
for <each neighbor in NodesToDrop> do
Delete neighbor node
end for
end for
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Chapter 5. Generalization of Centralized Initial Network and
Performance using Variable Machine Configurations and Task
Sizes
For executing many-task applications in the cloud, we have proposed two algorithms
utilizing the communication latency between nodes to construct the initial overlay network:
a decentralized network created by the worker nodes and a centralized network from the
experiment controller. We have been conducting experiments in a simulated environment
so far by artificially introducing delays in the communication links and artificially creating
performance variations in nodes. The tasks executed are also of similar types and of the
same sizes. The purpose of the simulation was to observe how efficiently our graph constructions perform as an initial network in a real-world situation. The focus of this chapter is to
test the performance of our centralized algorithm in a real environment. For coping with
the unpredictability in the performance and communication behavior in the cloud, and to
be able to perform with any machine configuration, we have first generalized our centralized network construction algorithm. We have then implemented Vannikkarasan’s work to
introduce communication overhead and create tasks of variable sizes in three different ways
and tested our algorithm with the changes instead of experimenting on tasks of all same
sizes. Finally, we have experimented with our work in 47 different virtual machines from the
CloudLab Wisconsin cluster, 1 for the experiment controller and 46 others individually for
46 worker nodes instead of using nodes in 2 or 3 different physical machines and artificially
applying communication delays and performance variations. The reason behind using virtual
machines is that with virtual machines we cannot predict where they are physically situated.
Some of the nodes may be nearby and some may be situated far from each other depending
on where their host physical machine is. This will create the communication distance we
were trying to achieve by imposing artificial delays. Also, allotting virtual machines does not
allow us to predict how many of them are situated in the same physical machine and how
many are in different physical machines. This creates performance variations on its own.
For example, 8 virtual machines situated in 1 physical machine will perform very differently
than 2 virtual machines that are situated in 1 physical node since these 2 virtual machines
do not have to compete for processor bandwidth as much as the 8 virtual machines in one
physical node have to. We also present a comparative analysis of experimental results of our
generalized centralized initial network using latency with the randomly generated network
without using latency.
5.1. Generalised centralized initial network based on latency
Our initial tests and experiments were conducted hiring few physical machines from
different sites in Cloudlab.us. For the sake of comparative study and consistency, we have
been using 46 worker nodes and 1 experiment controller using 10 Docker containers with
different number of cores from those machines. The container for experiment controller were
used separately and 46 worker nodes were divided into the rest of 9 Docker containers. To
implement our latency-based initial network, we grouped the worker nodes using Hierarchical
Clustering method. We have imposed artificial delays between groups of nodes from different
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containers to simulate that different containers work as the different machines situated far
from each other and the nodes inside containers work as worker nodes situated closely together. Ideally, even with the clustering algorithm, clusters are created somewhat according
to the numbers of nodes situated in the same Docker container. Therefore predicting the
group sizes to decide how many nodes to drop by the worker nodes for certain groups is
not difficult enough. However, if we consider a situation where each worker node is running
from a different virtual machine deployed with a separate Docker container, we will not be
able to predict which nodes are situated closely together, which are distant from each other,
even where the nodes are situated in the site. To tackle this situation, we generalize our
algorithm by deciding the number of dropped connections according to the cluster size given
by the clustering algorithm. As data, we have the latency measurements or communication
distances between nodes, not the actual location of the nodes. Most of the clustering algorithms takes actual location of the nodes and outputs the clusters. For this purpose, we
have used hierarchical clustering algorithm and modified it to feed our latency data between
nodes as the distance matrix. As mentioned before in Chapter 4, in our proposed centralized
algorithm, each worker node takes its latency measurement with all other nodes and sends
the information to the experiment controller in the form of a dictionary. The experiment
controller upon receiving all the latency information from all the worker nodes creates a n*n
distance matrix of latency information from each worker node to all others, where n is the
total number of worker nodes. Then this distance matrix is used as the distance matrix in
hierarchical clustering algorithm to find the clusters in nodes used in the experiment. These
clusters are the groups of nodes that individually forms cliques. The Listing 5.1 shows an
example of the latency data as experiment controller receives from the worker nodes. Each
dictionary is received from each separate worker node. The keys are the port numbers of the
worker nodes and the values are latency in the form of a single element in the list. Latency
value 0.0 indicates that this dictionary is from the same node key port, for example, the first
dictionary is received from the worker node with port number 17004. The other elements
indicate the latency between node port 17004 and other node ports. As in this case, latency
from node port 17004 to node port 15005 is 1.28857421875, latency from node port 17004
to node port 15002 is 1.7890625, and so on.
[
{17004: [0.0] , 15005: [1.28857421875] , 15002: [1.7890625] ,
3
15001: [1.680419921875] , 15000: [1.709228515625] , ... ,
4
11003: [6.412109375] , 11001: [6.46240234375]} ,
1
2

5
6
7
8

{16000: [0.0] , 15005: [2.703857421875] , 15002: [1.42138671875] ,
15001: [1.727783203125] , 15000: [1.87841796875] , ... ,
11003: [10.25390625] , 11001: [10.543701171875]} ,
9 ...
10
11
12
13
14

...
{14001: [0.0] , 15005: [10.652587890625] , 15002: [10.295654296875] ,
15001: [10.469970703125] , 15000: [10.355712890625] , ... ,
11003: [0.321044921875] , 11001: [0 .40942 382812 5]}
15 ]

Listing 5.1. Latency data as experiment controller receives from the worker nodes.
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The above example is a list of n dictionaries from n nodes each of which is a dictionary
of n items presenting node to node latency. This list is transformed to a n*n matrix with the
dictionary item values presenting latency information only. The latency or communication
distances we have measured are two way distances, that is, distances from node A to node B
and again from node B to node A. The experiment controller uses the average values between
the two and transforms the n*n matrix to a symmetric distance matrix to be used in the
clustering algorithm. The Listing 5.2 shows the n*n symmetric distance matrix created from
the received data by the experiment controller.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

[
[0.0 , 1.3165283203125 , 1.539794921875 , 1.4505615234375 , 1.5845947265625 ,
... , 6.32080078125 , 6.48779296875 , 6.4105224609375] ,
[1.3165283203125 , 0.0 , 0.1014404296875 , 0.141845703125 , 0.117919921875 ,
... , 10.275390625 , 12.819091796875 , 10.3157958984375] ,
...

...
[6.48779296875 , 10.370361328125 , 12.819091796875 , 11.0316162109375 ,
... , 0.0595703125 , 0.0623779296875 , 0.0]
12 ]

Listing 5.2. Distance matrix from the latency data created by the experiment controller
upon receiving data from the worker nodes
Now the above distance matrix is used to find clusters in the nodes using Hierarchical
Clustering algorithm. Hierarchical Clustering is a cluster analysis algorithm that groups
similar objects and gives a set of clusters as the endpoint where the clusters are distinct
from each other and the objects within each cluster are broadly similar to each other. This
clustering algorithm can perform on raw data or distance matrix both. At the starting, it
treats each observation as a separate cluster. Then identify the closest two clusters and
merge the two most similar clusters. This iterative process is executed repeatedly until all
the clusters are merged together. The hierarchical relationship between clusters is shown
by dendrogram, which is the main output of hierarchical clustering. Figure 5.1 shows the
dendrogram output of above listing distance matrix of worker node to worker node latency
measurements. Our experiments mostly takes the threshold 0.5ms distance between nodes
for creating clusters. For example, the case shown in the dendrogram 5.1, creates 9 clusters
with 0.5ms threshold. In this example, 46 worker nodes (if named 0, 1, 2 ... and 45) creating
9 clusters are:[14, 29, 27, 28, 32], [1, 5, 3, 4, 2, 6], [39, 40, 41, 37, 42], [19, 22], [23, 25, 15,
16], [0, 17, 34, 33, 35], [24, 12, 30, 26, 13, 31], [20, 18, 21] and [8, 36, 44, 7, 43, 10, 38, 11, 9,
45].
The clustering output from the hierarchical clustering analysis are then used in our
centralized algorithm as the groups that have full graph inside each group. Each node in the
group drops the links with other groups that have comparatively higher latency with itself.
For generalization, our algorithm is modified in a way that each node will drop 4 links with
other clusters if the cluster size exceeds 6 nodes, drop 2 links if the cluster size in between 4
to 6 and will drop no links if the cluster size is less than 4. This is so that there are enough
communication links between every pair of clusters for the tasks to propagate evenly in the
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network competitively with the computation time. Figure 5.2 shows the connection pattern
of initial graph by our proposed centralized graph construction method that secures fastest
connections between each node to every worker group while forming a clique inside each
group.

Figure 5.1. The dendrogram output of hierarchical clustering performed on the distance
matrix of latency measurements.
Algorithm 3 presents our proposed generalised centralized initial overlay graph construction algorithm (GCA) created by experiment controller that takes worker nodes and
experiment controller as input and outputs a connected graph with minimum connections
choosing lower communication latency.
5.2. Introducing communication overhead and tasks with varying sizes
Vannikkarasan recently in her master’s project [25] worked on the variation in task
sizes to obtain communication overhead between two tasks when shipped from one node to
another. In cloud computing, communication overhead can be defined as the time taken for
the work to flow from one task to another or the time taken for a node to get information
from another node or its neighbor. In our previous experiments, all the tasks used by the
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Figure 5.2. Connection pattern between nodes in the proposed generalized centralized initial
graph construction algorithm (GCA), Algorithm 3.
nodes were of same sizes, that is, a matrix multiplication of size 100*100. For a same matrix
size task for all the nodes, there is no communication overhead because all the tasks lie in the
same queue of each node. However, for tasks of various sizes, there will be communication
overhead due to the time taken by the task to ship from one node to another. Vannikkarasan,
in her work, experimented with varying task sizes achieved by shipping one of the matrices
from one node to the next where the shipped matrix is always of same size.
The matrices in the file system are in hexadecimal form which are converted to decimal
to further increase the communication overhead. Such operations were performed with three
different types of varying task sizes and achieved by passing three different types of command
line arguments: ChooseRandom, ChooseARandomBSandbox and ChooseFromDisk 100 100
120. The Listing below presents the program to populate matrix with hexadecimal values.
1
2
3
4
5

import random
from random import randrange
randomvalue = randrange (1 ,9)
file1 = open ( ’ Sandbox / matrix100 . dat ’ , ’w ’)

6
7
8
9
10
11

# Populate Matrix with random hexadecimal values
for i in range (10) :
matrix = [[ hex ( randrange (1 ,10) ) for i in range (100) ] for j \
in range (100) ]
file1 . write ( str ( matrix ) )
12 file1 . write ( ’\ n ’)
13 file1 . close ()

Listing 5.3. Program to populate matrix with hexadecimal values.
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We present the three techniques of creating varying task sizes according to Vannikkarasan’s work below that we implemented in our work.
5.2.1. ChooseRandom
In this technique, two different matrices, namely A and B, were used for matrix
multiplication. A is a random square matrix of size a*a and the size of random matrix B
will be chosen according to the dimension of matrix A, say a*b. Then the resultant matrix
will be a rectangular matrix of size a*b. The Listing 5.4 below shows the program to create
varying task sizes with type ChooseRandom.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

if str ( sys . argv [1]) == " chooseRandom " :
sqdim = randrange (1 ,100)
coldim = randrange (1 ,100)
rowdim = sqdim
matrix1 = [[ randrange (1 ,10) for i in range ( sqdim ) ] for j \
in range ( sqdim ) ]
matrix2 = [[ randrange (1 ,10) for i in range ( coldim ) ] for j \
in range ( rowdim ) ]
matrix3 = [[ 0 for i in range ( coldim ) ] for j in range ( sqdim ) ]
for i in range ( sqdim ) :
for j in range ( coldim ) :
val =[[]]
for k in range ( rowdim ) :
matrix3 [ i ][ j ] += matrix1 [ i ][ k ] * matrix2 [ k ][ j ]
print ( matrix3 )
print ( " Finished matmul " )

Listing 5.4. Program to create varying task sizes of type ChooseRandom.
We have implemented this technique of varying task sizes to our work and compared
how our centralized initial graph performs compared to the random initial graph by Peterson [19]. Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show the experiment results with Peterson’s random
initial graph with varying task sizes of type ChooseRandom with scheduling priority queue
length only, and queue length and performance both respectively. The gaps between tasks
in every node depicts the communication overhead applied with choosing variable size tasks.
We can see in the later graph that with performance added in scheduling priority, many
tasks were scheduled in between this communication delay resulting slight improvement in
the overall computation time.
However, noticeable improvement is seen in the Figure 5.5, where our proposed centralized graph is used as the initial network with three-dimensional task scheduling prioritising latency measurements together with nodes queue length and performance measurements.
It is clearly noticeable that the gaps between tasks in all the node due to communication
overhead reduced in a large extent completing the overall execution in 40% less time. The
overall picture is shown in Figure 5.6 presenting 7 consecutive experimental runs of each of
this graphs with their scheduling strategies. This graph shows that using latency information
and scheduling tasks to neighbors with comparatively lower latency (blue line) significantly
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Figure 5.3. A single experiment result of random initial graph (BP) with varying task sizes
of type ChooseRandom, and queue length only scheduling.
improves the task execution throughout the experiment and results in much efficient total
computation time.
5.2.2. ChooseARandomBSandbox
In this type, matrix A (a*a or b*b) will be a square matrix which is generated based
on the dimensions of the randomly generated rectangular matrix B (a*b) which will be taken
from Sandbox/matrix. Here, Sandbox is a directory in the file system where some predefined
matrices are stored in the form of .dat file. For example, the randomly taken file from the
Sandbox/matrix be Matrix85*100.dat. Here, the rectangular matrix B will be of size 85*100,
so the matrix A has to be either 85*85 or 100*100 which will be randomly generated. We
see the code snippet below as Listing 5.5:
elif str ( sys . argv [1]) == " c h o o s e _ A _ R a n d o m _ B _ S a n d b o x " :
mlist = os . listdir ( " / home / harshini / CloudPlatform / Platformv5 /
Sandbox / MatrixB " )
r = randrange (0 ,( len ( mlist ) ) )
file1 = open ( " / home / harshini / CloudPlatform / Platformv5 / Sandbox /
MatrixB / " + mlist [ r ] , ’r ’)
7
Lines = file1 . readlines ()
1
2
3
4
5
6
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Figure 5.4. A single experiment result of random initial graph (BP) with varying task sizes
of type ChooseRandom, and queue length and performance based scheduling.
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

count = 0
for line in Lines :
matrix2 = ast . literal_eval ( line )
i =0
while i < len ( matrix2 ) :
j =0
while j < len ( matrix2 [0]) :
matrix2 [ i ][ j ] = int ( matrix2 [ i ][ j ] ,16)
j +=1
i +=1
sqdim = len ( matrix2 )
matrix1 = [[ randrange (1 ,10) for i in range ( sqdim ) ] for j /
in range ( sqdim ) ]
matrix3 = [[ 0 for i in range ( len ( matrix2 [0]) ) ] for j /
in range ( len ( matrix1 ) ) ]
for i in range ( len ( matrix1 ) ) :
r = []
for j in range ( len ( matrix2 [0]) ) :
val =[[]]
for k in range ( len ( matrix2 ) ) :
matrix3 [ i ][ j ] += matrix1 [ i ][ k ] * matrix2 [ k ][ j ]
r . append ( val )
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Figure 5.5. A single experiment result of proposed centralized initial graph (CA) with
varying task sizes of type ChooseRandom, and queue length, performance and latency based
scheduling.
30
31

print ( matrix3 )
print ( " Finished matmul " )

Listing 5.5. Program to create varying task sizes of type ChooseARandomBSandbox.
We have performed similar experiments as in the previous case with type ChooseArandomBsandbox for varying task sizes. Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 show the experiment results
with Peterson’s random initial graph with varying task sizes of type ChooseArandomBsandbox with scheduling priority queue length only, and queue length and performance both
respectively. And Figure 5.9 shows the experiment result with our proposed centralized
graph as initial network with three dimensional task scheduling. Although the improvement
due to scheduling work based on prioritising low latency neighbors is prominent in this case
too, however, prioritising task scheduling according to performance shows a more improvement as compared to queue length only scheduling, which is clearly demonstrated in the
overall graph, Figure 5.10, of 10 consecutive experimental runs of each case.
5.2.3. ChooseFromDisk
The last case is ChooseFromDisk where the square matrix A is chosen randomly from
10 matrices of dimension 100*100 stored in a particular file. Matrix B has one dimension
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Figure 5.6. Comparative experiment results of three graph constructions, each runs through
7 experimental runs using varying task sizes of type ChooseRandom.
chosen from the square matrix and the other is chosen randomly from a range provided by
the user as command line arguments. For example , if the command line is “ChooseFromDisk
100 100 120”, the other dimension of Matrix B will be chosen from range 100 to 120. The
code snippet below, Listing 5.6, shows how the case ChooseFromDisk is implemented:
elif str ( sys . argv [1]) == " choosefromdisk " :
file_path = sys . argv [2]
sqdim = int ( sys . argv [3])
rand1 = int ( sys . argv [4])
rand2 = int ( sys . argv [5])
6
file = open ( file_path , " r " )
7
Counter = 0
1
2
3
4
5

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

# Reading from file
Content = file . read ()
CoList = Content . split ( " \ n " )
for i in CoList :
if i :
Counter += 1
rand = randrange (1 , Counter +1)
file1 = open ( file_path , ’r ’)
Lines = file1 . readlines ()
count = 0

# count no of matrices present in file
# choose a random line
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Figure 5.7. A single experiment result of random initial graph (BP) with varying task sizes
of type ChooseArandomBsandbox, and queue length only scheduling.

25
26
27
28
29
30

# Strips the newline character
for line in Lines :
count += 1
if count == rand :
res = ast . literal_eval ( line ) # convert str to list of str
i =0
while i < len ( res ) :
# convert each str to int
j =0
while j < len ( res [0]) :
res [ i ][ j ] = int ( res [ i ][ j ] ,16)
j +=1
i +=1

31
32
33
34
35
36

# Randomly choose a dimension from m1 and make m2 a square matrix
row_matrix_dim = sqdim
col_matrix_dim = randrange ( rand1 , rand2 )
m1 = res
m2 = []

37
38
39
40
41
42

# Initilize values to the rect matrix ( m2 ) randomly
for i in range (0 , row_matrix_dim ) :
m2 . append ([])
for j in range (0 , col_matrix_dim ) :
m2 [ i ]. append ( int ( random . randrange (1 ,10) ) )

19
20
21
22
23
24
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Figure 5.8. A single experiment result of random initial graph (BP) with varying task sizes
of type ChooseArandomBsandbox, and queue length and performance based scheduling.
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

matrix3 = [[0 for i in range ( col_matrix_dim ) ] /
for j in range ( row_matrix_dim ) ]
for i in range ( len ( m1 ) ) :
r = []
for j in range ( len ( m2 [0]) ) :
val =[[]]
for k in range ( len ( m2 ) ) :
matrix3 [ i ][ j ] += m1 [ i ][ k ] * m2 [ k ][ j ]
r . append ( val )
print ( matrix3 )
print ( " Finished matmul " )

Listing 5.6. Program to create varying task sizes of type ChooseFromDisk.
Results of experiments are given Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 where the implementation of varying task sizes with type ChooseFromDisk shows similar effects as in the above
two types. Compared to random initial graphs with queue length only or queue length and
performance only priority, our proposed centralized initial graph using latency dependant
scheduling together with queue length and performance shows much improvement in terms
of handling communication overhead and resulted in more efficient computation time. Figure 5.14 shows the overall comparative picture of these three initial graphs each run 13
times.
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Figure 5.9. A single experiment result of proposed centralized initial graph (CA) with
varying task sizes of type ChooseArandomBsandbox, and queue length, performance and
latency based scheduling.
5.3. Experiments using virtual machines
The goal of this research is to run many-task computing applications efficiently in
the cloud or hybrid cloud. The best or closest we can achieve is by testing and successfully
running the applications in virtual machines where each node will be run from a separate
virtual machine. For virtual machines in the cloud, it is not predictable where they are
located or how many of them are from the same physical node host, how many are from
different physical node hosts. Therefore, the performance characteristics of virtual nodes
and the communication behavior among the virtual nodes can be very different as well as
unpredictable. We have implemented our work running in 47 virtual machines among which 1
virtual machine is for the experiment controller and the other 46 are dedicated to running 46
worker nodes. For these experiments, we used our proposed generalized centralized algorithm
as the initial graph with a three-dimensional task scheduling strategy consisting of queue
length, performance, and latency measurements and for the many-task application, we have
used all three types of varying tasks with different tasks sizes from Vannikkarasan’s work.
Finally, we have compared our work with the experiment result of the random initial graph by
Peterson with the same varying task sizes, in the same virtual machine configuration with
one (queue length only) and two (queue length and performance) dimensional scheduling
strategies.
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Figure 5.10. Comparative experiment results of three graph constructions, each runs through
11 experimental runs using varying task sizes of type ChooseArandomBsandbox.
We requested 47 virtual machines (VMs) from the cloud platform CloudLab.us from
its Wisconsin site. CloudLab lent us 47 virtual nodes in 10 different physical machines of
different processor types where the physical nodes consist of different numbers of virtual
machines ranging from 2 to 7. Figure 5.15 shows the topological view of the machine
architecture of 47 virtual nodes configured in 10 physical machines in the CloudLab.us
Wisconsin cluster. Table 5.1 shows machine information of 47 virtual nodes in 10 physical
machines that we conducted our experiments on from the CloudLab Wisconsin cluster.
Experiment results: The first experiments we conducted using virtual machines are with
ChooseFromDisk method for introducing communication overhead and varying task sizes
with arguments 100, 100, and 120. The results showed similar behavior in completing the
tasks as with experiments in a simulated environment with physical machines. Figure 5.16
and Figure 5.17 show the experiment results in 47 virtual machines with a random initial
graph with scheduling priority queue length only, and queue length and performance only
respectively. Adding performance in the scheduling does not seem to have a noticeable effect
on the compute performance. However, using the generalized centralized graph as the initial
network and adding latency information in task scheduling, and allowing tasks to move to
communicationally closer nodes throughout the experiment help utilize the idle nodes by
populating with tasks, clearly visible in Figure 5.18. The nature of task propagation and
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Figure 5.11. A single experiment result of random initial graph (BP) with varying task sizes
of type ChooseFromDisk, and queue length only scheduling.
completion in three different strategies are more distinctly shown in Figure 5.19 where our
proposed generalized centralized graph outperforms the random initial graph with both the
scheduling strategies, queue length only, and queue length with performance only.
The experiment results of 13 consecutive runs of all three graphs with varying task
sizes of type ChooseRandom with 47 virtual machines is shown in Figure 5.20. Here in this
case, two dimensional scheduling with performance and queue length using random initial
graph shows somewhat better performance than the same initial network with queue length
scheduling only from the beginning to about three-fourth duration of the experiment. However, both the graph shows similar performance towards the end. Our proposed generalized
centralized initial graph shows comparatively more efficiency in task scheduling and executing than the random graph and resulted in much more optimized overall computation
time.
A comparative experiment result of 13 consecutive runs of all three graphs with
varying task sizes of type ChooseRandom with 47 virtual machines is shown in Figure 5.20.
Here, in this case, two-dimensional scheduling with performance and queue length using
a random initial graph shows somewhat better performance than the same initial network
with queue length scheduling only from the beginning to about three-fourths duration of
the experiment. However, both the graph shows similar performance towards the end. Our
proposed generalized centralized initial graph shows comparatively more efficiency in task
scheduling and execution than the random graph and resulted in a much more optimized
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Figure 5.12. A single experiment result of random initial graph (BP) with varying task sizes
of type ChooseFromDisk, and queue length and performance based scheduling.
overall computation time.
We have scheduled 47 virtual machines from Cloudlab.us on the Wisconsin site. However, Cloudlab sites are usually busy and often fail to provide 47 nodes at a time. We were
able to get our requested 47 virtual nodes after multiple tries in multiple sites. Not only
that, not every time one can get all the requested nodes successfully booted and in working
status without a problem. Additionally, the duration of the experiments in CloudLab can
be extended to two weeks at best. These circumstances together with the fact that running
each experiment with 47 distinct virtual nodes takes much longer than running all the nodes
in only 2/3 physical or virtual nodes considering all the file transfers, copying, and allowing
necessary sleep times in between the experiments. We were able to run the two cases of
varying task sizes ChooseFromDisk and ChooseRandom with all three graphs and scheduling strategies with the same machine configuration in the time frame allowed by CloudLab.
The task varying type ChooseArandomBsandbox has similar output as the other two with
47 virtual machines which are tested with fewer experiments running with a random initial
graph with scheduling priority queue length and performance, and our proposed generalized
centralized graph with three-dimensional scheduling consisting of queue length, performance,
and latency.
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Figure 5.13. A single experiment result of proposed centralized initial graph (CA) with
varying task sizes of type ChooseFromDisk, and queue length, performance and latency
based scheduling.
5.4. Discussion
The main focus of this chapter is to show how efficiently our proposed centralized
initial network performs computing many-task problems in real-world scenarios. To cope
with the unpredictability of performance characteristics and communication behavior in the
cloud, we have generalized our algorithm. Further ahead, we have introduced communication
overhead in task movements and variations in task sizes in the experiments and tested our
algorithm. Finally, to see how the proposed graph behaves in a real cloud environment,
we have tested our algorithm by scheduling every individual node from a different virtual
machine in the cloud. Comparative results with a random graph of 20% connectivity as
the initial network with queue length and performance-based task scheduling demonstrate
that latency-based centralized initial overlay network with added latency support in task
scheduling outperforms the random initial network without latency by all means. With the
latency-based network, the idle time between task executions in a node or between task
movements from one node to another is reduced to a large extent since tasks have more
low latency neighbor nodes choices for moving around. This advancement throughout the
experiment resulted in a more optimized overall task completion time and well utilization of
resources.
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Figure 5.14. Comparative experiment results of three graph constructions, each runs through
13 experimental runs using varying task sizes of type ChooseFromDisk.

Table 5.1. CloudLab Wisconsin hardware information for experiments with virtual machines.
Physical Node ID
c220g5-111027
c220g5-111011
c220g2-011101
c220g5-111028
c220g2-011106
c220g2-011102
c220g2-011108
c220g5-111007
c220g2-011111
c220g5-111020

CPU
Intel Xeon Silver 4114,
Intel Xeon Silver 4114,
Haswell, 10 cores
Intel Xeon Silver 4114,
Haswell, 10 cores
Haswell, 10 cores
Haswell, 10 cores
Intel Xeon Silver 4114,
Haswell, 10 cores
Intel Xeon Silver 4114,
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10 cores
10 cores
10 cores

10 cores
10 cores

RAM

Virtual Nodes

196608MB
196608MB
163840MB
196608MB
163840MB
163840MB
163840MB
196608MB
163840MB
196608MB

4
5
4
5
5
2
3
8
7
4

Algorithm 3 Generalized centralized initial network based on latency (GCA).
Input: Worker nodes, Experiment controller
Output: A connected graph with low latency edges
WORKER NODE:
for <each worker node> do
for <each neighbor> do
<Calculate communication latency >
end for
Send the latency list to experiment controller
end for
EXPERIMENT CONTROLLER:
for <each worker node> do
Collect latency information
end for
Create distance matrix from latency information from all nodes
Use hierarchical clustering algorithm to find clusters
for <each worker node> do
for <each cluster> do
if <worker node is in cluster> then
Add all cluster nodes to the list: NodesToKeep.
else
if <cluster size >= 6> then
Choose 4 nodes with highest latency and add to the list: NodesToDrop.
else if <cluster size >3 and cluster size < 6> then
Choose 2 nodes with highest latency and add to the list: NodesToDrop.
else if <cluster size <= 3 > then
Pass
end if
end if
end for
end for
Send the list NodesToDrop to respective worker nodes
WORKER NODE:
for <each worker node> do
for <each neighbor in NodesToDrop> do
Delete neighbor node
end for
end for
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Figure 5.15. Topological view of the machine architecture with virtual machines in CloudLab
Wisconsin cluster.
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Figure 5.16. A single experiment result of random initial graph (BP) with varying task sizes
of type ChooseFromDisk with 47 VMs, and queue length only scheduling.

Figure 5.17. A single experiment result of random initial graph (BP) with varying task sizes
of type ChooseFromDisk with 47 VMs, and queue length and performance based scheduling.
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Figure 5.18. A single experiment result of centralized initial graph (CA) with varying task
sizes of type ChooseFromDisk with 47 VMs, and queue length, performance and latency
based scheduling.
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Figure 5.19. Comparative experiment results of three graph constructions, each runs through
11 experimental runs using varying task sizes of type ChooseFromDisk with 47 VMs.
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Figure 5.20. Comparative experiment results of three graph constructions, each runs through
13 experimental runs using varying task sizes of type ChooseRandom with 47 VMs.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion and Future Work
We have designed a computational platform for efficiently running large-scale manytask high-performance applications in the cloud. The coupled-cluster model for ab initio
electronic structure modeling in quantum chemistry [12, 3, 21] is an example of such an
application. This model is expressible as a tensor contraction equation. Tensor contraction
equations, which consist of many compute-intensive generalized matrix multiplications can
be transformed into sets of smaller tasks to be executed as a many-task application.
To perform the computation, we have used a communication latency-based initial
network instead of using a randomly generated node-neighbor relationship graph. We have
scheduled tasks with three-dimensional vector scheduling using queue length, performance,
and latency measurements of nodes throughout the experiment instead of two-dimensional
scheduling with queue length and performance only. We have proposed two new algorithms,
one decentralized and another centralized, for constructing overlay graphs.
The graph constructed by our proposed decentralized algorithm clearly resulted in
better performance than when using the random initial graph, however, this decentralized
approach involves manual inspection, trials, and errors in grouping the worker nodes, and
finding a good trade-off between slower and faster links to maintain in the graph to eventually minimize the overall computation time. Even with these drawbacks, exploring this
approach has led us to valuable findings such that dropping too many connections leads to a
disconnected graph and results in inefficient resource utilization, or, keeping only faster links
leads some nodes in the graph to starve for work since tasks cannot propagate competitively
with computation, and, therefore, it is also necessary to keep some of the distant links.
We have learned from the findings and have used them to alternatively propose a centralized algorithm constructed from the view of the experiment controller. While centralized
graph construction is slower, it has the advantage of communication knowledge between
every pair of worker nodes whereas worker in the decentralized algorithm nodes know only
about their own neighbors. We used this information to build an optimized path and also
considered using latency information in the scheduling algorithm so that neighboring nodes
with lower latency are also chosen for work redistribution throughout the experiment.
We have demonstrated that having a latency-based non-random initial network together with the three-dimensional task scheduling strategy can result in more efficient overall
computation, and better resource utilization, and thus, produce a cost-efficient solution. We
have shown that our proposed initial network and task scheduling algorithm work efficiently
not only in a simulated environment of nodes situated in far and distant places or nodes
having performance variations but also in a realistic environment involving machines with
variable physical distances, variable task sizes, machines with variable architectures, and configurations incorporating virtual and physical nodes. We tested the centralized algorithm in
the real-life environment using virtual machines individually for each worker node and with
communication overhead with varying task sizes. Since the location and the performance
characteristics of the virtual nodes in the cloud are unpredictable, these experiments, measurements, and results using virtual nodes prove that using latency measurements between
worker nodes to create an initial overlay graph and for scheduling many-task applications in
the cloud can result in better overall performance than using a random initial network.
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Future work: We are currently working on extending our platform to allow experiments to
run on multiple cloud sites. Successful implementation of this work will allow the programmers to run high-performance or many-task applications with a larger number of variable
resources concurrently. This will eventually lead to getting supplemental work done in a
limited time frame. Our experiments with simulated communication delays suggest that
this will work.
For the termination process, the existing program is designed in a way that instead of
recognizing when all the tasks are completed, the worker nodes do not send any information
to the experiment controller until the experiment controller starts collecting data. The
reason for doing this is so that the measurements are not distorted. What we are trying to
observe is how the tasks are being propagated between the worker nodes with the scheduling
algorithm. The whole system is designed to allow running arbitrary or potentially multiple
applications. So, to isolate the measurement from the scheduling algorithm, it makes sense
to have a timeout and wait until we are certain that all the workers are done and then
we collect the data. To not have any other disturbance between the nodes, there should
be other ways to identify with the application when the nodes are done. For example,
each worker node can wait a certain amount of time until after the last task was executed
and there are no new tasks within a limited time frame. At that point, the worker nodes
can tell the experiment controller that it is not getting any work. When the experiment
controller receives the message from all the worker nodes that they are not getting any
work, the experiment controller can start terminating the experiment. With the information
the worker nodes send to the controller that they are not getting any work, they can also
send the information of how many tasks they have completed. This way the experiment
controller will be able to figure out if and when all the tasks are completed and then it can
terminate the experiment. This can be one way of automating the termination process of the
experiment. Another way can be for the worker nodes to send WORKDONE messages to
their parent nodes where they got the tasks from similar to the existing method, and then the
parent nodes can ask the experiment controller to terminate the experiment after it receives
all the WORKDONE messages. We eventually need a different shutdown mechanism for the
experiment to make the computation faster in the cloud.
Currently, the change of scheduling strategy is hardwired in the program with a
variable called swapTimes. That is, swapTimes is the point in time in the experiment
when to switch from one scheduling vector to another to put more or less emphasis on a
certain parameter for task scheduling. It has to be manually set every time depending on the
duration of the computation or the performance of the nodes in the existing algorithm which
is a very inefficient method of experimenting. We intend to make this switching strategy
automated. For example, when two-thirds of the tasks are completed, the scheduling strategy
could automatically switch to the second vector where queue length is less prioritized, and
low latency nodes and high performing nodes will be given more importance for executing the
remaining tasks. Other possibility are for the experiment controller to switch the scheduling
strategy when worker nodes start reporting that they have been idle for some time or for
individual worker nodes to switch the strategy when too many neighbors are idle.
For future work, we are planning to provide support for task dependencies and for
considering data transfer needs in scheduling decisions so that we can scale our experiments
to allow a full tensor contraction task graph to be run in the cloud. We intend to gener75

alize the current problem, for instance, by working with tasks with varying sizes with data
communication, tasks that are too large for individual nodes, etc. Once we have support for
task graphs with varying sizes and task graphs considering data shipment, the scheduling
strategy should be general enough to work for other a variety of applications, not just matrix
multiplications. For this purpose, we will look at the data transfer between nodes. We will
likely need algorithms for orchestrating the data movements, which may be independent
of the scheduling algorithm, to find a more cost-effective option for the implementation of
many-task computing applications. One possibility of such an algorithm may involve, for
example, a longer-running task to be scheduled in a comparatively higher-performing node
that has a comparatively shorter queue length and lower communication latency. It will
be interesting to find out how a three-dimensional vector scheduling algorithm facilitates or
does not improve a condition where the experiment is dealing with variability in task sizes
and types. For tasks of different types, we can have different groups of tasks scheduled on
different groups of nodes according to their computational requirements and node capabilities. Each task runs with a collection of data. To distribute the data, we propose to ship the
data along with the task so that each task is the size of a packet. For scheduling decisions
about which task runs where we ship the code and the task description while the data is
downloaded from some other place. One possibility for the data source is, that each site will
have its data server. Whether this strategy will work best, especially for the cloud, is not
known, but the experiments will reveal, and we learn what does not work.
We will also explore using machine learning for tuning the scheduling parameters.
With this approach, we might be able to customize our scheduling strategy to given application characteristics. This can also give valuable insights into the data, which will help to
make the most systematic and efficient decision on which scale we should utilize the communication information between nodes compared to how occupied the nodes are and how
well they perform.
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